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LESSON 1
TYPES OF PROPRIETORSHIP
A business may be privately owned in three different forms.
These forms are the sole proprietorship, the partnership and the
corporation. The sole proprietorship is the most common in many
western countries. For example, more than 80 per cent of all
businesses in the United States are sole proprietorships.
But it is evident that sole proprietorships do not do the greatest
volume of business. They account for only 16 percent of all business
receipts, for example, in America. What kind of business is likely to
be a sole proprietorship? First of all, service industries such as
laundromats, beauty shops, different repair shops, restaurants.
Active Vocabulary
business
to own
sole proprietorship
partnership
corporation
volume
receipt
service industry
to account for
repair shop

иш , бизнес
сащиб олмаг
шяхси мцлкиййят
шяриклик, ортаглыг
корпорасийа, тяшкилат
щяжм, юлчц
дахил олан пул вясаити, мядахил
хидмят сащяси
щесабат вермяк, изащат вермяк
емалатхана

Comprehension Questions
1. What are three different ways that a business can be privately
owned?
2. What forms do most European countries have?
3. What forms do the businesses in the USА have?
4. Name some businesses that are likely to be sole proprietorships.
Why do you think so?
5. Name some businesses that are not likely to be sole
proprietorship? Why do you think so?
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Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. Small … are very often service industries.
| 1 receipts
2. The … industries don’t produce material goods.
| 2 business
3. More than 80 per cent of all business … are not from |
sole proprietorships.
| 3 service
4. Less than 20 per cent of European businesses are
|
partnerships or…
|4privately
5. Sole proprietorships… only a small part of all
|
business receipts.
| 5 account
6. Is this bank owned publicly or…?
|6corporation
7. There are three… of business ownership.
| 7 forms
Dialogue
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim

Alice
Jim

Hi, Alice. How are you getting on?
Fine, as usual, thanks, Jim. What about you?
I’m O.K. It’s nice to see you.
You too. I’m glad you are not in a hurry and we have time
to talk today.
Sure.
Can you give me a piece of advice?
Well, I’ll try if I can.
You know I’ve been always good at cooking. It interests
me. I am thinking of starting my own business-cafe.
It might be a good idea.
I guess I must learn about the responsibilities of going into
business.
Are you going into this business by yourself?
Exactly, I’d like to have a cafe with my name on it where I
control the profits.
You seem to be resolute so I’ll try to help you. If you go
into business alone, it is called sole proprietorship. In such
case you needn’t consult a lawyer to form the business.
You can start or you can stop your business whenever you
like.
It sounds encouraging. What else can you tell me?
There is no need to consult partners or a board of directors.
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Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim

Alice

Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice
Jim
Alice

So you can put your policies into effect quickly. You
decide on your vocation, hours, salary, hiring and firing.
Well, that’s not bad.
Wait a moment. I believe I have to tell you about the risk
involved.
What do you mean?
First of all, the most important risk is that you have
unlimited liability. It means that you are responsible for all
your business debts.
So if the business fails, I have to declare personal
bankruptcy,
don’t I?
That’s what I mean. You can loose your personal assets.
Well, it’s rather disappointing. What other things should I
know?
You won’t get tax benefits which partnerships or
corporations can get.
I know about it. By the way do you know of a good
accountant to do my taxes?
Of course. You’ll also have to hire a good book-keeper if
you can’t do your books yourself.
I can’t say anything definite about that. I have to think it
over. What else, Jim?
Well I am a bit hungry, why don’t we have a snack
together and discuss the things in the cafe.
You are right as usual. Let’s go.
Active Vocabulary

piece of advice
can you give me a piece of advice
I am thinking of starting
my own business
responsibility
to make decisions
to control the profits
to need a lawyer
it sounds encouraging
a board of directors

мяслящят
мяня мяслящят веря
билярсинизми?
юз шяхси ишими башламаг
щаггында дцшцнцрям.
мясулиййят
гярар гябул етмяк
эялирляря нязарят етмяк
щцгугшунаса ещтийажы олмаг
рущландырыжы сяслянир
директорлар шурасы
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to put policies into effect quickly
to hire
to fire
to decide on your vocation, hours,
salary, hiring and firing
to have unlimited liability
to be responsible for all
business debts
to fail
to declare personal bankruptcy
personal assets
tax benefits
to get tax benefits
accountant
book-keeper
to do books

тез бир заманда йахшы
наилиййятляр ялдя етмяк
ишя эютцрмяк
ишдян азад етмяк
мязуниййят, иш сааты, ямяк
щаггы,
ишя эютцрмя вя ишдян говма
мясялялярини щялл етмяк.
гейри мящдуд сялащиййятляря
малик олмаг
бизнес боржларына эюря
мясулиййят
дашымаг
мцвяффягиййятсизлийя уьрамаг
банкрот олдуьуну елан етмяк
шяхси ямлак
верэи эцзяштляри
верэи эцзяштляри ялдя етмяк
мцщасиб, щесабдар
мцщасиб, щесабдар
мцщасибат учоту апармаг

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: I am thinking of starting my own business open a cafe.
I am thinking of opening a cafe.
1. start a car-repair shop
2. hire a book keeper
3. fire an employee
4. consult a board of directors
5. sell my business
6. do my books myself
7. consult a lawyer
8. find a specialist
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Exercise 2. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: A book keeper will do the books.
I am going to have a book keeper do the books.
1. A partner will finance the business.
2. A salesperson will sell the clothes.
3. A decorator will design the interior.
4. A lawyer will do this work.
5. A secretary will mail to letters.
6. A colleague will give me a piece of advice.
7. A book keeper will prepare the tax report.
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
Are you thinking of starting your own business?
1. What business do you want to start?
2. How do we call the business if you go into it alone?
3. Who is going to make the decisions and control the profits in
your business?
4. Do you need a lawyer if you want to start a sole
proprietorship?
5. Why don’t you have to consult the partners in a sole
proprietorship?
6. How many employees are you going to hire for your
business? In what cases will you fire them?
7. What does it mean to have unlimited liability? Are you ready
for it?
8. What will you do, if your business fails?
9. What will you do to put policies into effect quickly?
10. What businesses have tax benefits in this country?
11. Can you do your books yourself?
12. Are you going to hire a book-keeper?
Exercise 4. Translate into English
1. Мяня мяслящят веря билярсинизми?
2. Мцяссисямин эялирляриня мян юзцм нязарят едирям.
3. Яэяр сиз шяхси бизнесля мяшьул олмаг истяйирсинизся,
щцгугшунаса мцражият един.
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4. Ишя эютцрмяк вя ишдян азад етмяк щаггында гярарлары
директор гябул едир.
5. Мян там щцгуги мясулиййят дашымагдан чякинирям.
6. Бизнес боржларына эюря мян мясулиййят дашымырам.
7. Кичик мцяссисяляр верэи эцзяштляриня маликдир.
8. Йахшы мцщасиб ишляри сиздян даща йахшы апара биляр.
9. Мяним мцщасибя ещтийажым вар.
10.Мян щцгугшунасла мяслящятляшмялийям.
Exercise 5. Make up the dialogue.
You are going to start your own business. Ask a lawyer or an
experienced person how to do it.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make the sentences negative.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I want to start my own business.
You need a lawyer in this case.
Sole proprietorship brings much profit.
Sole proprietorship gets tax benefits from the government.

Exercise 2. Put up four questions of different types (general,
special, disjunctive, alternative) to each sentence.
M o d e l: The partners are responsible for business debts.
a) Are the partners responsible for business debts?
b) Why are the partners responsible for business debts?
c) The partners are responsible for the business debts,
aren’t they?
d) Are the partners responsible for business debts or
fulfillment of the arrangement?
1. I want to go into business with my friend.
2. You can lose personal assets.
3. He is difficult to get tax benefits from the state.
4. I do my books myself.
5. We both have unlimited liability.
6. The board of directors decided on vacation, salary, hiring and
firing.
7. The partners want to consult a board of directors.
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LESSON 2
Partnerships
A partnership is an association of two or more persons to carry
on a business for profit. When the owners of the partnership have
unlimited liability they are called general partners. If partners have
unlimited liability they are «limited partners». There may be a silent
partner as well – a person who is known to the public as a member of
the firm but without authority in management. The reverse of the
silent partner is the secret partner – a person who takes part in
management but who is not known to the public.
Any business may have the form of the partnership, for example,
in such professional fields as medicine, law, accounting, insurance and
stockbrokerage. Limited partnerships are a common form of
ownership in real estate, oil prospecting, quarrying industries, etc.
Partnerships have more advantages than sole proprietorships if
one needs a big capital or diversified management. Like sole
proprietorship they are easy to form and often get tax benefits from
the government.
Partnerships have certain disadvantages too. One is unlimited
liability. It means that each partner is responsible for all debts and is
legally responsible for the whole business. Another disadvantage is
that partners may disagree with each other.
Active Vocabulary
partnership
to carry on a business
profit
general partners
limited partner
silent partner
secret partner
law
insurance
stockbrokerage
real estate
oil prospecting

шяриклик, ортаглыг
иш апармаг
газанж, мянфяят
ясас партнйор, там щцгуги мясулиййят
дашыйан ортаг
мящдуд мясулиййятли партнйор (ортаг)
сяс щцгугу олмайан ортаг
эизли тяряфдаш (сяс щцгугу олан, лакин
жямиййятдя партнйор кими танынмайан)
щцгугшцнаслыг, щцгуг елмляри
сыьорта
биръа брокерлийи
дашынмаз ямлак
нефт щасилаты
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quarrying industries
advantage
disadvantage
to be legally responsible

щасилат сянайеси
цстцнлцк
чатышмамазлыг
щцгуги мясулиййят дашымаг

Comprehension Questions
1. What is the difference between a general partnership and a
limited partnership?
2. Is there any difference between a silent partner and a secret
partner? What is this difference?
3. In what professional fields are the partnerships found?
4. In what businesses is the partnership a common form?
5. What are the advantages of a partnership?
6. Discuss the disadvantages of a partnership. Would you prefer
partnership or sole proprietorship for business? Give you
reasons.
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Select the necessary word in the sentence.
1. Partnership very often receives…
|
from the government
| 1 secret partner
2. Limited partnerships is a common form of
| 2 unlimited
ownership in…
| liability
3. Partnerships have many …, one is that they |
receive tax benefits from the government.
| 3 real estate
4. … are the partners with unlimited liability.
| 4 general partner
5. … has the authority in management but he is |
not known to public.
| 5 advantage
6. A secret partner takes part in …
| 6 profit
7. General partners have …
| 7 capital
8. One advantage of a partnership is that it offers|
9. a multiple source of …
| 8 management
10.A partnership can bring much … to the partners.| 9 tax benefits
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Dialogue
(Two friends Susan and Maurice are having supper in a restaurant)
Maurice Haven’t seen you for a long time. What have you been
busy with?
Susan
I’ve been pretty busy. Do you know my friend Nora? I
went into
business with her.
Maurice Really? How is it going on?
Susan
Fine, thanks. We get along very well, and shop is attracting
more and more customers.
Maurice It sounds well. How many partners are there in your
business?
Susan
There are two of us and I am very pleased about it. I’ve
made a right choice. Nora’s background is in accounting.
She is very good at keeping the books.
Maurice And you?
Susan
You know I always liked talking. I guess I am rather good
with
customers. I enjoy selling things.
Maurice Well, it sounds interesting. I believe you don’t run a risk in
your business.
Susan
We haven’t had many problems, although I suppose all
business can be risky. As partners we are both liable.
Maurice Did you both put the same amount of money into your
business? Do you mind my asking?
Susan
No, we didn’t invest the same amount of capital. But I
think we’ve combined our resources very well. I think it’s
good for both of us.
Maurice It seems really so. That is one advantage of general
partnership.You can invest less capital than your partnereven no money at all. But you as a partner can contribute
important services or skills, sometimes just a name or a
reputation.
Susan
Indeed.
Maurice How did you arrange to distribute profits and losses?
Susan
We share them equally. We hope to be in business for a
long time.
Maurice Nice for you. Now you seem to know a lot about business.
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Susan
Not everything yet but the subject becomes quite technical.
Maurice I am glad to hear it. It’s time to go now. See you later. Bye.
Active Vocabulary
to be busy with
to go into business
to get along well
to attract customers
to make a right choice
background
accounting
to run a risk
to be liable
amount of money
to put an amount of money
into business
to combine resources
advantage
to contribute services, skills
to distribute profits and losses
to share
the subject becomes
quite textechnical
deal

ня иля ися мяшьул олмаг
бизнесля мяшьул олмаг
йола эетмяк
алыжылары (мцштяриляри) жялб етмяк
дцзэцн сечим етмяк
бу мятндя: иш тяжрцбяси
мцщасибат учоту
риск етмяк
щцгуги мясулиййят дашымаг
пулун мябляьи
бизнеся пул (капитал) гоймаг
ресурслары бирляшдирмяк
цстцнлцк
юз билик вя бажарыьы иля кюмяк
етмяк
мянфяяти вя иткиляри бюлцшдцрмяк
бюлмяк
бу тамамиля техники мясялядир
сювдя, сазиш

Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: Susan is a woman. She does the books.
Susan is a woman who does the books.
1. Partners are people. They have unlimited liability.
2. This is my partner. He often runs a risk.
3. He is a shop-assistant. He gets along with all the customers.
4. Susan is a partner. She puts a big amount of money into
business.
5. Jean is my friend. She has the background of accounting.
6. Barbara is my partner. She knows how to attract customers.
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7. Tom is a partner. He is good at selling.
8. Jack is my friend. He is a secret partner of my business.
9. Helen is my friend. She had supper with Jack in the restaurant.
Exercise 2. Answer the questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What do you want to be busy with?
Do you want to go into business alone or with a partner?
With what partner do you get along well?
Imagine you run a shop. What will you do to attract customers?
Do you need to consult a lawyer, to make a right choice when
starting the business
6. What is your background?
7. Are you a careful person, or do you like to run a risk?
8. How can you combine the resources with your partner?
9. What services and skills can you contribute in your business?
10.How will you distribute profits and losses in your partnership?
11.What kind of partner would you like to be a general partner or a
limited partner? Why so?
Exercise 3. Translate into English
1. Идаря щеййятинин цзвляри там щцгуги мясулиййят дашыйырлар.
2. Мящдуд мясулиййятли партнйор реал сялащиййятя малик дейил.
3. Эизли партнйор идаряетмядя иштирак едир, лакин жямиййятдя
танынмыр.
4. Мян дашынмаз ямлака сярмайя гоймаг истяйирям.
5. Партнйорлуьун бир нечя цстцнлцкляри вар.
6. Партнйорлуг дювлятдян верэи эцзяштляри ала биляр.
7. Биз партнйорумузла йахшы йола эедирик.
8. Бизим кафе чохлу мцштяри жялб едир.
9. Мян дцзэцн сечим етмишям. Бу иш чохлу эялир эятирир.
10.Мяним иш тяжрцбям менежментля баьлыдыр.
11.О, мцщасибат ишини йахшы билир.
12.Биз ишя ейни мигдарда капитал гойуруг.
Exercise 4. Discuss the following problem: A Joint Venture Pro
and Con.
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Exercise 5.

Make up the dialogue.

Consult the lawyer how to form a partnership. Use your active
vocabulary.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise1. Make the sentences negative.
M o d e l: I am going into business
I am not going into business
1. Your business is receiving the tax benefits.
2. Your partnership is running the great risk.
3. We are getting along quite well with my partner.
4. They are going to be general partners.
5. The partners are sharing profits and losses with each other.
6. Their partnership is losing their profit every month.
Exercise 2. Put up four questions of different types (general,
special, disjunctive, alternative) to each sentence.
M o d e l: The partners are getting along quite well.
Are the partners getting along quite well?
Why are the partners getting along quite well?
The partners are getting along well, aren’t they?
Are the partners getting along well or badly?
1. Jane is doing the books in our firm.
2. We are putting the same amount of money into business.
3. My brother is investing his money in the private cafe.
4. They are distributing the losses unequally.
5. We are combining resources very well.
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LESSON 3
CORPORATIONS
A business corporation is an institution established for the
purpose of making profit. It is operated by individuals. Their shares of
ownership are represented by stock certificates. A person who owns a
stock certificate is called a stockholder.
There are several advantages of the corporate form of ownership.
The first is the ability to attract financial resources. The next
advantage is the corporation attracts a large amount of capital it can
invest it in plants, equipment and research. And the third advantage is
that a corporation can offer higher salaries and thus attract talented
managers and specialists.
The privately owned business corporation is one type of
corporation. There are some other types too. Educational, religions,
charitable institutions can also incorporate. Usually such corporation
does not issue stock and is nonprofit. If there is a profit it is reinvested
in the institution rather than distributed to private stockholders.
In some western countries, cities, states, federal government and
special agencies can establish governmental corporations. A few
examples of these governmental corporations are states universities,
state hospital and city owned utilities. Governmental corporations are
non-profit as a rule and usually they do not issue stock certificates.
Active Vocabulary
corporation
корпорасийа, тяшкилат
to establish
йаратмаг
stock certificate
сящм
stockholder (shareholder)
сящмдар, сящм сащиби
to attract financial resources
малиййя ресурсларыны жялб етмяк
to offer higher salaries
йцксяк мааш тяклиф етмяк
to attract a large amount
бюйцк мябляьдя капитал
of capital
жялб етмяк
educational, religions, charitable тящсил, дини, хейриййя
institutions
институтлары
to issue stock
сящм бурахмаг
nonprofit
эялирсиз
to reinvest
йенидян сярмайя гоймаг
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Comprehension Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Who can own a corporation?
Is a corporation necessarily larger than a sole proprietorship?
What are the advantages of the corporate form of ownership?
What can you say about the disadvantages of the corporate form
of ownership?
Do the corporations issue stock to stockholder?
What kinds of corporations usually don’t issue the stock?
What world-known corporations do you know?
What types of business usually take the corporate form of
ownership?
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. What kind of … is better: buying stock
or buying real estate?
2. To attract greater financial … the
company issues the stock.
3. A university can be … corporation.
4. The partners didn’t put the same …
into business.
5. The group of people from different countries
are going to … a corporation.
6. The Red Cross is an international …
organization.
7. I want to buy some … in IBM and General
Motors
8. An educational … usually reinvests all its
money.

| 1 charitable
|
|
| 2 stock
| 3 resources
|
| 4 institution
|
| 5 investment
|
| 6 nonprofit
| 7 amount of
| capital
|
| 8 to establish

Dialogue
Secretary
Steve
Secretary
Steve
Secretary

Good afternoon.
Good afternoon. I’d like to see Mr. Jackson. We have
an arrangement with him. My name is Mr. Watson.
Just a minute, please. I’ll let him know you are here.
Thanks.
Mr. Jackson is waiting for you. Do you know where
17

Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve

Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson

Steve
Jackson
Steve
Jackson
Steve

his office is?
Oh sure, thank you.
Hello, Steve, it’s so nice to see you. Sit down, please.
Thanks, Nick. How are you getting on?
Quite all right, thanks. And what about you?
Everything is all right too. In fact I want to talk to you
about my business.
Oh, I’ll be glad to do something for you.
Well, Nick. I need some legal advice. John and I are
thinking of incorporating.
You are going to expand, aren’t you? It seems that
your partnership has been doing very well.
Oh, yes. We have a success. Now some businessmen
are interested in investing with us. So could you
explain me what sort of legal procedure I have to
follow to form a corporation?
At first you have to apply for a corporate charter.
Well?
Let me get this straight. You want to issue and sell
stock in exchange for investment capital, don’t you?
Exactly.
After you obtain the charter the stockholders, as
owners, holds a meeting to organize the corporation.
Does that mean we elect our Board of Directors,
adopt bylaws and choose the company’s officers?
That’s what I mean. Though the officers of the
company supervise daily management, the
stockholders always have final authority. They vote at
annual meetings.
Yes, I see it. By the way, does a corporation have
limited liability?
It does. It also has the right to own property, to buy
and sell and right to sue and be sued.
I see. The corporation acts like a person. It has the
right of an individual.
You are right.
O.K. Why don’t we get together for a game of golf
one day next week?
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Active Vocabulary
мцяссисянин щцгуги низамнамяси
мяним щцгуги мяслящятя
ещтийажым вар
to incorporate
бирляшмяк
to invest
сярмайя гоймаг
to expand
эенишлянмяк (мцяссися щаггында)
to follow a legal procedure
щцгуги проседурайа риайят етмяк
to apply for a corporate charter корпоратив патент алмаг цчцн
яризя вермяк
to issue and sell stock in
сящмин бурахылмасы вя сатышы
exchange for investment
гойулмуш капиталын мцбадиляси
capital
stockholder, shareholder
сящмдар
to hold a meeting
ижлас кечирмяк
to elect a board of directors
директорлар шурасыны сечмяк
to choose the company’s
ширкятин рящбяр ишчилярини сечмяк
officers
to have a final authority
щялледижи сялащиййятя малик олмаг
to supervise daily management эцндялик рящбярлик щяйата кечирмяк
to vote
сяс вермяк
annual meeting
иллик ижлас
to have limited liability
мящдуд щцгуги
мясулиййят дашымаг
to own property
мцлкиййятя сащиб олмаг
to sue
мящкямяйя вермяк, жинайят
иши галдырмаг
to be sued
истинтага жялб едилмяк
bylaws
I need some legal advice

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: We are the company officers.
We supervise daily management.
We, as the company officers, supervise daily management.
1. My friends are the stockholders of IBM corporation. They hold
annual meetings.
2. These businessmen are the organizers of this corporation. To
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

issue and sell stock in exchange for investment capital.
A corporation is the owner of the property. It has limited
liability.
Dick is a manager. He wants to form a corporation.
A corporate charter is a certificate of incorporation. A charter is
granted by a state officer.
The stockholders are the owner of the corporation. They have
final authority in management of the company.
The owner of the corporation is the stockholders. The owners of
the corporation must vote.

Exercise 2. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: We organized our corporation a year ago (to invest much
money).
We have been investing much money since we organized
our company.
1. They became company officers (to supervise daily
management).
2. My friend bought the stock of the company five years ago (to
make money).
3. They received the corporate charter a month ago (to plan a
meeting).
4. We advertised the application last week (wait for reply).
5. He became a member of the Board of Directors (work hard).
6. We elected a new Board of Directors last month (plan change).
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. In what corporation would you invest money?
2. What legal procedure do you have to follow if you want to form
a corporation?
3. Who has final authority and supervises the daily management of
corporation?
4. How often do the stockholders choose the company officers?
5. The stockholders have unlimited liability, don’t they?
6. In what way a can corporations act?
7. What do you think about the possibilities of forming
corporations in this country?
8. In what spheres of industry is a corporate form of proprietorship
the most beneficial in this country?
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Exercise 4. Translate into English
1. Корпорасийа сящмляр бураха вя сата биляр.
2. Корпорасийа йцксяк ямяк щаггы тяклиф едя биляр.
3. Малиййя ресурсларыны жялб етмяк цчцн корпорасийанын
имканлары партнйорлугдан даща эенишдир.
4. Сящмдарлар щяр ил ижлас кечирирляр.
5. Тящсил хейриййя, дини жямиййятляр корпорасийа ола билярляр. Бир
гайда олараг бу мцяссисяляр эялир эятирмирляр.
6. Бу корпорасийа эялирля ишляйир, о эенишляняжяк.
7. Щяр шейдян яввял сиз корпоратив патент алмаг цчцн яризя
вермялисиниз.
8. Сящмдарлар корпорасийанын идаря едилмясиндя щялледижи
сялащиййятя маликдирляр.
9. Ширкятин инзибати ишчиляри она рящбярлик едирляр.
10.Сящмдарлар иллик ижлас кечирир вя директорлар шурасыны сечирляр.
11.Корпорасийанын жинайят иши галдырмаьа ихтийары вар.
Exercise 5. Make up dialogue.
1. Ask a lawyer how to form a corporation.
2. Discuss with your friend advantages and disadvantages of a
corporate form of proprietorship.
3. Advertise a corporate form of proprietorship.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make the sentences negative.
M o d e l: The have held a meeting.
They haven’t held a meeting.
1. The stockholders have elected the Board of Directors.
2. This corporation has issued the stock.
3. The Board of Directors has chosen the company officers.
4. This company has greatly expanded.
5. We have already applied for a corporate charter.
Exercise 2. Put up 4 questions of 4 types (general, special,
disjunctive, alternative) to each sentence.
M o d e l: The stockholders have held the annual meeting?
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Have the stockholders have held the annual meeting,
haven’t they?
What have the stockholders done?
The stockholders have held the annual meeting, haven’t
they?
Have the stockholders held a meeting or a conference?
The partners have applied for a corporate charter.
The stockholders have voted at the annual meeting.
The company has issued the additional stock.
They have invested all their money in this company.
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LESSON 4
THE FUNCTIONS OF AN EXECUTIVE
Dialogue
Anna is having lunch with her sister Barbara. Anna has just
accepted a position as an Administrative Assistant. Her boss is an
executive with a firm that manufactures heavy machinery used in
construction.
Barbara
You’ve got a new job, Anna. My congratulations.
Anna
Thanks, Barbara.
Barbara
Tell me a few words about your boss. What does he
do?
Anna
Well, he is one of the vice presidents of the company,
so he’s rather important. He is an executive.
Barbara
Do you know the difference between an executive, a
manager and an administrator?
Anna
I am afraid I can hardly tell you the difference. I think
these words are interchangeable and they really aren’t
different in many companies.
Barbara
What about your company?
Anna
In our company the top officers are called
administrators. The next highest group-the vice
presidents, the heads of major departments and
branch plant managers-are executives like my boss.
Barbara
Is that all?
Anna
The group below consists of managers, they are
general managers and foremen.
Barbara
So I see that an organization has a number of
positions and some people have more authority than
others.
Anna
You are right.
Barbara
But it would be interesting to know more about the
functions of an executive like your boss.
Anna
I’d say he makes a lot of important decisions. He sets
objectives, coordinates work, delegates authority,
makes hiring, firing, evaluating and just general
leading.
Barbara
It seems to be important.
Anna
It is important. It’s evident that making careful
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Barbara
Anna

Barbara
Anna
Barbara

decisions is the basis of good management.
But do you work under much pressure?
Barbara, you know I am quite used to working under
pressure from my last job. I am also accustomed to
lots of paper work and red tape.
Good for you.
And what’s more important I feel that I can learn a lot
because my boss is very competent.
Good, I think we’d be in a hurry not to get late for the
work.
Active Vocabulary

an executive
manager
an administrator
vice president
head of department
foreman
position
to set objectives
to delegate authority
to work under pressure
red-tape
to be competent

рящбяр, администратор, ижрачы
менежер, администратор
идаря едян, администратор
витсе президент
шюбя мцдирц
иш ижрачысы, уста
вязифя
мягсяд гоймаг
сялащиййятляри бюлцшдцрмяк
тязйиг алтында ишлямяк
бурада: дяфтярхана иши
сяриштяли олмаг (бажарыглы)
Vocabulary Exercises

Exercise 1. Transform the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: I’m accustomed to setting objectives.
I’m used to setting objectives.
1. We are accustomed to having unlimited liability.
2. He is accustomed to delegating authority.
3. They are accustomed to firing and hiring people.
4. She is accustomed to working as a head of the department.
5. You are accustomed to working under pressure.
6. The executive is accustomed to making decisions.
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Exercise 2. Change the modal verb according to the model.
M o d e l: We ought to set objectives this month.
We should set objectives this month.
1. They ought to talk about the functions of an executive.
2. A manager ought to make careful decisions.
3. An executive ought to be very competent.
4. A vise president ought to decide on hiring, firing, vacation,
hours.
5. The board of directors ought to plan objectives and changes.
6. They ought to have a meeting with a head of the department.

Exercise 3. Your executive is a very tough man. What should his
staff do to please him?
For ideas:
to be creative
ишя йарадыжы йанашмаг
to be well-organized йахшы тяшкил олунмуш
to keep fit
юзцнц формада сахламаг, формада олмаг
to be punctual
пунктуал олмаг
to be enthusiastic
тяшяббцскар олмаг
to obey the rules
гайдалара риайят етмяк
Exercise 4. Answer the questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What working position is the best for you?
Are you accustomed to working under pressure?
Are you accustomed to a red-tape job?
Do you want to be an executive or an administrator of the big
company? What should you do for it?
5. What qualities do you need to be an executive of the company?
6. What does it mean to be a competent manager?

Text
WHERE AND HOW TO HIRE AN EMPLOYEE?
An employer has several options to consider when he wants to
hire a new employee. First of all, he may look within his own
company. But if he can’t find anybody suitable for the position he will
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have to look outside the company. If there is a personal office in the
company, he can ask them to help him to find a qualified applicant.
The employer can also use another valuable source, for example,
employment agencies, consulting firms, placement offices and
professional societies. He can also advertise in a newspaper or in a
magazine and request candidates to send in resumes.
The employer has two sets of qualifications to consider if he
wants to choose from among the applicants. He must consider both
professional qualifications and personal characteristics. A candidate’s
education, experience and skills are included in his professional
qualifications. These can be listed on a resume. Personal
characteristics or personality traits must be evaluated through
interviews.
Active Vocabulary
an option
an employer
an employee
to consider
to be suitable for the position
personnel office
an applicant
valuable source
employment agency
consulting firm
to advertise
resume
two sets of qualifications
experience
to evaluate through interviews

сечим
ишя эютцрян, иш верян
ишчи, муздла ишляйян фящля
нязяря алмаг, щесаб етмяк
вязифяйя уйьун олмаг
кадрлар шюбяси
щяр щансы вязифяйя намизяд
гиймятли мянбя
мяшьуллуг идаряси
консултасийа фирмасы
реклам етмяк
резуме, хцлася, нятижя
ики жцр характеристика
иш тяжрцбяси
мцсащибя
васитясиля гиймятляндирмяк

Comprehension Questions
1. Which options should an employer first consider when he wants
to hire an employee?
2. What service does personnel departments provide?
3. In what way can be the new employees be found outside one’s
company?
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4. What qualifications does the employer consider in choosing an
employee?
5. What is meant by «professional qualification» for a job?
6. What personal characteristics does the administrator consider
when choosing an employee?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put in the sentence.
1. We are going to interview three…
or the position.
2. If you need applicants for this position,
… in a special section of the local newspaper.
3. Personnel office will help you to find a new …
4. All the information about the staff of the
firm can be found in …
5. She has a good … for the position:
a college degree, good work experience.
office
6. I want to find a new secretary,
so I’ll call an employment …
7. If you are an applicant for the position,
you have to write your …
8. Don’t ask him … questions, it will
be impolite.

|
| 1 to advertise
|
| 2 resume
| 3 employee
|
| 4 applicant
|
| 5 personnel
|
|6 qualification
|
| 7 agency
|
| 8 personal

Exercise 2. Translate into English.
1. Онун ширкятдяки вязифяси чох важибдир.
2. Администратор ишя эютцрцр вя ишдян азад едир.
3. О, тязйиг алтында ишлямяйи хошламыр.
4. Мян дяфтярхана ишиня юйряшмишям.
5. Менежер сяриштяли олмалыдыр.
6. Бу групун рящбяри чох истедадлы мцтяхяссисдир.
7. Биз йени ишчи эютцрмялийик.
8. Бу еланы гязетдя йерляшдирин.
9. Бу менежерин бюйцк иш тяжрцбяси вар.
10.Биз ики жцр характеристиканы нязярдян кечирмялийик.
11.Бу
вязифяни
тутмаг
истяйян
намизядляр
эюндярмялидирляр.

резуме
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12.Сиз бцтцн мялуматы кадрлар шюбясиндя ялдя едя билярсиниз.
13.Мяшьуллуг идарясиня мцражият един.
14.Ишя эютцрян консултасийа фирмасына мцражият етмялидир.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Put the verbs in brackets into the proper present tense
(Present Indefinite, Present Continuous or Present
Perfect)
1. The vice president usually (to set) objectives for the staff.
2. Don't disturb me, please, I (to work) with annual report.
3. This form often (to advertise) in different newspapers and
magazines.
4. We advertised in the special section of the newspaper but we
(not to receive) the resumes yet.
5. We (to evaluate) already the candidates through the interview.
6. We (to look for) a specialist suitable for the position at the
present moment.
7. He (to sent) just his resume and the letter of interest.
8. They (to fire) the manager. He was not suitable for the position.
9. You have to wait a little. He (to consult) with the executive.
Additional Exercise
If you decide to apply for a job in the western countries, you will
probably need to form two documents: a letter of interest and a
resume. This is the way how to do it. Read the letter of interest and a
resume and try to write your own documents of the same kind.
a) a letter of interest
Dear sir or madam,
I graduate from Tver state university in 1985. Now I am
finishing my post-graduate studies to defend my candidate thesis this
winter. My major is called the theory of literature, which includes the
study of the history of Russian and foreign literature.
I am interested in working in the Russian department of your
university as a teacher of Russian and Russian literature for the school
year 1991-1992. In high school I gained experiences teaching Russian
to foreign students. In your department I could assist in the teaching of
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grammar, conduct a class in Russian conversation or give lectures on
Russian literature.
If you are interested please write me at the above address. I will
look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely, Ivanov I.I.
b) a resume
EDUCATION Tver State University, Faculty of Modern
Languages, English Department (1983). Tver
State University. Post-graduate studentship
(1990).
EXPERIENCE Tver State University. The Department of
Foreign Literature. I deliver lectures on
European Literature of the 17-18th centuries
(Fall 1988-present). Tver State University. The
Department of Russian Literature. Lecturer on
Russian Literature of the 19-20 centuries at the
Preparatory Department (Fall 1988-summer
1990). Tver State University. Summer Courses
of Russian Language for Foreign Students.
Teacher of Russian Language (Summer 1989,
1990). Tver State University. The Department
of Foreign Languages for Humanities. Teacher
of English (1986-1988). Tver secondary school
teacher of English, German, Literature (19831986).
ACTIVITIES Intercontact Cooperative Firm. Courses of
intensive studies of foreign languages. Teacher
of English (Fall 1989-present). Tver State
University Exchange Program bw. Tver Eastern
Washington Universities. Tutor of american
post-graduates in Russian conversational skills
(Fall 1989-winter 1990) Private English lessons
(Fall 1989-present).
PUBLICATIONS I am the author of 6 articles published in
different editions of collections of articles. The
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topic of these publications is connected with
folk and romantic British ballardry. This is the
subject of my candidate thesis which I am going
to defend this winter.
LANGUAGES Russian (native language), English, German.
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LESSON 5
LINE AND STAFF POSITIONS
In business, organization structure means the relationship
between positions and people who hold the positions. Organization
structures are very important because it provides an efficient work
system as well as a system of communication.
Historically, line structure is the oldest type of organization
structure. The main idea of it is direct vertical relationships between
the positions and tasks of each level, and the positions and tasks above
and bellow each level. For example, as sales manager may be in a line
position between a vice-president of marketing and a salesman. Thus a
vice president of marketing has direct authority over a sales manager.
A sales manager in his turn direct authority over a salesman. This
chain of command simplifies the problems of giving and taking
orders.
When business grows in size and becomes more complex, there
is a need for specialists. In such case administrators may organize staff
departments and add staff specialists to do specific work. These
people are usually busy with services; they are not tied in with the
company product. The activities of the staff departments include an
accounting, personnel, credit and advertising. Generally they do not
give orders to other departments.
Active Vocabulary
relationship
гаршылыглы мцнасибят
hold the positions
вязифя тутмаг
organization structure
тяшкилатын структуру
level
сявиййя, дяряжя, пилля
sales manager
сатыш шюбясинин мцдири,
коммерсийа директору
salesman
сатыжы, тижарят аэенти
to have direct authority
кимяся рящбярлик етмяк
over smb.
сtaff
штат, ишчи щейяти
to give orders
ямрляр вермяк
to take orders
ямрляр алмаг
a line department
щазыр мящсул шюбяси
staff department
идаряетмя щейяти цчцн кадрлар
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to be tied in with the company
product
complex

шюбяси
сон мящсул бурахылышы иля
мяшьул олмаг
мцряккяб

Comprehension Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does the organization structure mean?
What does the organization structure provide?
What is historically the oldest type of organization structure?
In what position is a sales manager in attitude to a vice-president
of marketing and a salesman?
5. What is the difference between line and staff departments?
6. Why is an advertising department or a credit department
considered staff structure rather than line structure?
Vocabulary Practice
Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. Organization structure shows... between
each position and positions above and below.
|1 relationships
2. A sales manager has direct... over a salesman.
| 2 to hold a
position
3. As a rule a ... usually does not give
|
orders to other departments.
| 3 authority
4. When the business gets more … there is a need |
for staff departments.
| 4 complex
5. My friend … … of sales manager.
| 5 task
6. The … of staff departments is to do
| 6 a line
different services.
| department
7. My friend works in a … …, he is
| 7 a staff
responsible for the company product.
| department

Dialogue
Peggy Forman is talking with Jaff Downing, another
administrative assistant in her company.
Jaff
How are you today, Peggy?
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Peggy
Jaff
Peggy
Jaff

Peggy
Jaff
Peggy
Jaff
Peggy

Jaff

Peggy
Jaff

Peggy
Jaff

Peggy
Jaff
Peggy
Jaff
Peggy
Jaff

Oh, fine, thanks.
Glad to hear that. By the way, are you familiar with
the organizational chart for the company?
No, I am not. What is it like actually?
Well, the chart shows how the employees are divided
into groups. It gives one an overview of the chain of
command in the company.
I see. The positions can be line and staff ones.
Yes. The subject is not new to you. What else do you
know about it?
As far as I know a worker in a line position receives
orders from his immediate subordinate.
Exactly, that’s the line chain of command.
A worker in a staff position reports directly to a line
worker but he neither gives nor receives orders for
line workers. Am I right?
Yes, you are. But someone may have line authority
over people in his department and not be considered a
line administrator.
How can it be?
That’s possible when a whole department is a staff
department. For example, in our company the head of
the credit department or the personnel department can
hardly ever be president of the company.
And what do the people in staff departments do, how
is their work different?
Well, they are usually busy with services and they
could do the same service for any company. So they
are not in the line.
It seems to be rather complicated.
It only seems so. I think the chart should help.
Oh, sure. But, Jaff, would you explain me what span
of control is?
Oh, span of control refers to the number of people
whom one managers directly.
Can you give me an example?
Well. The President of our company directly manages
the Vice President of Production, the Vice President
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Peggy
Jaff

of Marketing and the Comptroller. Thus, his span of
control includes three people.
Yes, now I see. Thank you for your help.
Not at all. Why don’t we go to the coffee stall and
have a snack together?
Active Vocabulary

organizational chart
line position
staff position
immediate superior
immediate subordinate
line chain of command
to report
credit department
span of control
vice-president of production
vice-president of marketing
comptroller

тяшкилат структуру
истещсалда тутдуьу вязифя
штат вязифяси (функсионал)
ясас мцдир
билаваситя табечилик
табечилик структуру
мялумат вермяк, щесабат вермяк
кредит шюбяси
бир баша нязарят сащяси
истещсал цзря витсе президент
маркетинг цзря витсе президент
баш малиййячи

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Give affirmative and negative answers to questions.
Model: Have you examined the organizational structure of the
company yet?
Yes, I have already examined it. No, I haven’t examined it yet.
1. Have you reported to the comptroller yet?
2. Have you settled this problem with the manager yet?
3. Have you learned line and staff positions off the company yet?
4. Have you got acquainted with your immediate superior yet?
5. Have you heard about his span of control yet?
6. Have you met your immediate subordinates yet?
7. Have you passed your report to the credit department yet?
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Exercise 2. Change the sentences according to the model.
A staff employee doesn’t give orders.
A staff employee doesn’t receive orders.
A staff employee neither gives, nor receives orders.
He isn’t a Comptroller. He isn’t sales manager.
The head of the credit department doesn’t advise the President.
The head of the credit department doesn’t report to comptroller.
He doesn’t want to hold a position of vice-president of
marketing. He doesn’t want to hold a position of general
manager.
A credit department doesn’t have direct authority over a line
department. A personnel department doesn’t have direct
authority over a line department.
I don’t want to talk with the Boss. I don’t want to talk with the
Controller.
She doesn’t like to give orders. She doesn’t like to receive
orders.
Jecky doesn’t want to attend annual meeting of shareholders.
Susan doesn’t want to attend annual meeting of shareholders too.

Model:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. What is your relationship with your immediate superior?
2. What position in your company do you want to hold?
3. Do you want to be a sales-manager or a vice president of
marketing? Give your reasons.
4. Over what positions do you have direct authority in your
company?
5. What do you like more: to give orders or to receive orders?
6. Do you want to work in a staff department or in a line
department? Give your reasons.
Exercise 4. Translate into English
1. Мяним мцдирля мцнасибятим чох йахшыдыр.
2. Достум баш малиййячи вязифясини тутур.
3. Мян мцяссисямизин тяшкилат структуру иля таныш дейилям.
4. О, ямр вермяйи онлары гябул етмякдян цстцн тутур.
5. Мян истещсалат шюбясиндя ишлямяйя цстцнлцк верирям.
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6. Инзибати шюбялярин сон мящсулла бирбаша ялагяси йохдур.
7. Бизим мцяссисянин гурулушу чох мцряккябдир.
8. Мян истещсалат шюбясиндян чох инзибати шюбяйя уйьун эялирям.
9. Мяним мцдирим ишдя чох дягигдир.
10.Цч груп рящбяри билаваситя мяним рящбярлийим алтында ишляйир.
11.Баш малиййячи чох мясулиййятлидир.
12.Билаваситя мяня табе олан ишчини ишдян говурам. О, тянбялдир.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Transfer the sentences from Active into Passive.
M o d e l: The manager examines organizational structure of the firm.
Organizational structure of the firm is examined by the
manager.
1. Vice-president gives orders to his employees.
2. I receive orders from the sales-manager.
3. My friend holds a position of general manager.
4. Personnel office receives resumes from prospective candidates.
5. Staff departments do different services to line departments.
6. He takes the orders and fulfils the task very quickly usually.
M o d e l: My friend is examining the organizational chart.
The organizational chart is being examined by my friend.
1. I am sending my annual report to my immediate superior.
2. The foreman is firing his immediate subordinate.
3. Comptroller is giving the orders to his employees.
4. We are changing the organizational structure of our company.
5. The board of directors is enlarging the staff of the company.
M o d e l: I have invested my money in real estate.
My money has been invested in real estate.
1. We have considered advantages and disadvantages of
partnership.
2. I have bought the shares of IBM company.
3. This business has involved big financial resources.
4. We have elected the board of directors.
5. The board of directors have chosen the company officers.
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LESSON 6
ACCOUNTING
Accounting shows a financial picture of the firm. An accounting
department records and measures the activity of a business. It reports
on the effects of the transactions on the firms financial condition.
Accounting records give a very important data. In is used by
management, stockholders, creditors, independent analysts, and
government.
Most businesses prepare regularly the two types of records. That
is the income statement and balance sheet. These statements show
how money was received and spent by the company.
One major tool for analysis of accounting records is ratio
analysis. A ratio analysis is the relationship of two figures. In finance
we operate with three main categories of ratios. One ratio deals with
profitability, for example, the Return on Investment Ratio. It is used as
a measure of a firm operating efficiency.
The second set of ratios deals with assets and liabilities. It helps
a company to evaluate its current financial position. The third set of
ratios deals with the overall financial structure of the company. It
analyses the value of the ownership of the firm.
Active Vocabulary
accounting
record
to record
to measure
transaction
firm’s financial condition
to provide data
creditor
independent
income statement
balance sheet
to receive
to spend
ratio analysis
profitability

мцщасибат учоту
сяняд, протокол, гейд
гейд етмяк, гейдиййата алмаг
юлчмяк
сювдя, банк ямялиййаты
фирманын малиййя вязиййяти
мялуматла тямин етмяк
кредитор
мцстягил
эялирляр щаггында щесабат
баланс щесабаты
гябул етмяк, алмаг
хяржлямяк
ямсалларын тящлили
мянфяятлилик
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Return on Investment Ratio инвестисийанын гайтарылма ямсалы
efficiency
еффективлик,мящсулдарлыг, сямярялилик
to evaluate
гиймятляндирмяк
value
гиймят, дяйяр
ownership
хцсуси мцлкиййят
overall financial structure малиййя структуру
Comprehension Questions
1. What is the purpose of accounting?
2. Who uses the data provided by accounting firms?
3. What are the two types of records which most businesses
prepare?
4. What can you know analyzing the income statement and balance
sheet of a company?
5. What is the purpose of the ratio analysis?
6. What categories of ratios in finance do you know?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. An accounting helps … the activity
of a business.
2. Do you know the effect of your last …
on financial condition of the firm?
3. Accounting records provide … for
stock-holders, independent analysts.
4. The second type of ratio helps the
company … its current financial
position.
5. … is one the two main records which
most of the businesses prepare regularly.
6. The … of the company includes real
estate on California.
7. I am sure of the … of this transaction.
8. Our company’s current … is very high.
9. They … from the association with that
corporation.

|
| 1 to profit
|
| 2 profit
|
| 3 efficiency
|
|
| 4 ownership
|
| 5 to evaluate
|
| 6 transaction
| 7 data
| 8 income
| statement
| 9 to measure
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Dialogue
(Peter and Karen work in a large company. They are having
dinner in the company cafe).
Peter
Hi, Karen. Glad to meet you. You looked very busy this
morning. There were so many statements on your table.
Karen
Oh, Peter. This is the end of the year. The accounting
department is very busy.
Peter
I know. We are all very busy, totaling accounts. But I’ve
already turned in the report on my department.
Karen
Good.
Peter
So, how’s business.
Karen
I don’t know everything. I am busy with some records and
statements. I don’t have the whole picture. But I think the
company is doing very well.
Peter
I am sure of it. We have to keep our creditors and investors
happy.
Karen
Well, the balance sheet and profile and loss statement are
ready. It is the end of the fiscal year. So everybody can
check out the assets and liabilities, net worth and profit
position of the company in the financial statements.
Peter
Do you work with the pay checks?
Karen
Why are you asking?
Peter
I thought you could explain me the big difference between
my gross pay and my net take-home pay.
Karen
The explanation takes only one word-taxes. Actually the
salaries are done through the computer.
Peter
Really?
Karen
Sure. We can’t handle any volume in a large company
without computers.
Peter
You are right. Thank you for very interesting information.
Karen
Oh, its my pleasure. Let’s go to get some dessert.
Active Vocabulary
accounting department
to total accounts
to turn in the report
creditor
investor

мцщасибат шюбяси
щесабламаг
щесабаты тящвил вермяк
кредитор, кредит веrяn
инвестор, сярмайе гойан
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profit and loss statement
assets and liabilities
net worth
a financial statement
a pay check
gross
net pay
tax
salary
fiscal year

эялир вя иткиляр щаггында щесабат
актив вя пассив
а) ямлакын халис дяйяри
б) мцяссисянин хцсуси капиталы
малиййя щесабаты
юдямя гябзи
цмуми
цмуми юдямя (тутулан пул
нязяря алынмадан)
верэи
мааш, айлыг мяважиб
бцджя или

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Have a look at the structure.
Can you turn in the report in time?
No, I can’t turn in the report but I could when I worked in
the other department.
1. Can they check the assets and liabilities?
2. Can you keep the investors and creditors happy?
3. Can you explain the difference between gross pay and net
take-home pay?
4. Can he compute the taxes?
5. Can we prepare profit and loss statement?
6. Can the company pay the salaries in time?
7. Can I operate the computer?
Exercise 2. Imagine that you work as accountant in a big
enterprise. Answer the following questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do you total the accounts at the end of the fiscal year?
What are your usual activities at the end of the fiscal year?
When do you prepare a financial statement?
Why should you have more assets than liabilities?
Does the accounting department work on taxes?
What is the difference between your gross salary and net salary?
Is the difference between gross salary and net salary big in this
country? What does this difference depend on?
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Exercise 3. Make up the dialogue about accounting.
a) between an experienced accountant and a university graduate
who has just begun to work as an accountant;
b) you are an employer and you want to hire an accountant, find
out if he (she) is experienced enough in accounting.
Exercise 4. Translate into English
1. Мцщасибат учоту инвесторлар вя кредиторлары мялуматла тямин
едир.
2. Онлар малиййя илинин сонунда баланс вя эялирляр щаггында
щесабы щазырлайырлар.
3. Биз истещсалын еффективлийини ямсалларын тящлили васитяси иля
мцяййян едирик.
4. Дашынмаз ямлак корпорасийанын хцсуси мцлкиййяти щесаб
олунур.
5. Биз актив вя пассиви йохлайыб ямлакын халис дяйярини мцяййян
едя билярик.
6. Биз бюйцк щяжмдя верэи юдяйирик.
7. Сян чыхылмамыш ня гядяр мааш алырсан?
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make up sentences negative.
M o d e l: I worked as an accountant in a big corporation.
I didn’t work as an accountant in a big corporation.
1. An accounting department reported on the effects of the
transactions.
2. They studied carefully income statement and balance sheet.
3. We used ratio analysis to determine the firms operating
efficiency.
4. The accountants checked the sets and liabilities.
5. The accounting department provided data for the management.
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Exercise 2. Put up for questions of different types to each sentence
(general, special, disjunctive, alternative).
M o d e l: The accounting department regularly prepared the income
statement and balance sheet.
1. Did the accounting department regularly prepare the income
statement and balance sheet?
2. What did the accounting department regularly prepare?
3. The accounting department regularly prepared the income
statement and balance sheet, didn’t it?
4. Did the accounting department prepare the income statement
or a financial statement?
1.The board of directors checked out assets liabilities and net worth.
2.He worked as a Comptroller of the company for two years.
3.The applicants sent their resumes and letters of interest.
4.She used to do books in a big company.
5.Some government corporations issued stock certificate.
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LESSON 7
CORPORATE FINANCE
Corporations need financing for the purchase of assets and the
payment of expenses. The corporations can issue shares in exchange
for money or property.
Sometimes it is called as equity funding. The holders of the
shares form the ownership of the company. Each share is represented
by a stock certificate, which is negotiable. It means that one can buy
and sell it. The value of a share is determined by the net assets divided
by the total number of shares out standing. The value of the share also
depends on the success of the company. The greater the success, the
more value the shares have.
A corporation can also get capital by borrowing. It is called debt
funding. If a corporation borrows money, they give notes or bonds.
They are also negotiable. But the interest has to be paid out whether
business is profitable or not.
When running the corporation, management must consider both
the outflow and inflow of capital. The outflow is formed by the
purchase of inventory and supplies, payment of salaries. The inflow is
formed by the sale of goods and services. In the long run the inflow
must be greater than the outflow. It results in a profit. In addition, a
company must deduct its costs, expenses, losses on bad debts, interest
on borrowed capital and other items. It helps to determine if the
financial management has been profitable. The amount of risk
involved is also an important factor. It determines the fund raising and
it shows if a particular corporation is a good investment.
Active Vocabulary
purchase
payment of expenses
property
equity funding
debt funding
holders of the shares
stock certificate

алыш, алгы
хяржлярин юдянилмяси
мцлкиййят, ямлак
мцяссисянин пул фондунун сящм
васитяси иля йарадылмасы
мцяссисянин пул фондунун борж
васитяси иля йарадылмасы
сящм сащибляри, сящмдарлар
сящм шящадятнамяси
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negotiable
net assets
bond
note
interest
to pay out
to run a corporation
inflow
outflow
inventory
supplies
debt
goods

разылыьа эялиня билян, вериля билян,
сатыла вя алына билян
ямлакын халис дяйяри
истиграз вярягяси, борж ющдялийи
борж щаггында гябз
пай, борж фаизи
юдямяк
корпорасийаны идаря етмяк
мядахил
мяхариж
мадди истещсалат ещтийатлары
ресурслар
борж
мал, ямтяя
Comprehension Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why do all corporations need financing?
What does equity funding mean?
What does debt funding mean?
How is the value of a share determined?
What activities produce an inflow and outflow of capital?
What can happen if an enterprise has a greater outflow of capital
than an inflow?
7. Why is the risk involved an important factor in determining fund
raising?
Vocabulary Practice
Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. … funding is a financing formed by borrowing.
2. They have borrowed much money and they have
to pay a big … .
3. Financing by shares is called … funding.
4. That is a very profitable deal, for that purpose
we need extra … .
5. You can sell your shares and … .
6. They are … .
7. The current assets of a company usually include
cash and … .

| 1 equity
|
| 2 negotiable
| 3 interest
|
| 4 inventory
| 5 funding
| 6 inflow
|
| 7 bond
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8. As a result of this deal we’ll have greater …
than outflow.

|
| 8 debt

Dialogue
Mary
Frank
Mary

Frank
Mary
Frank
Mary
Frank
Mary
Frank
Mary
Frank

Mary
Frank

Mary

Frank

It s so nice to see you, Frank, Sorry, I couldn’t come to
your office today.
Never mind. Have a seat. Let’s start by having some
coffee. Later.
So Frank. I guess it might be right time for me to invest in
that computer company. As my stockbroker, what can you
suggest?
I am sure they are doing extremely well and they would
welcome your investment.
But why do they need my investment if they are doing so
well?
O.K. I think I should explain you a little about a corporate
finance.
Go ahead. If it concerns my money I am always interested.
If a corporate enterprise wants to expand it needs financing.
You are right.
So there are two basic types of financing: equity and debt.
What’s the difference between them?
If the money is supplied by the owners of a business it is
called equity funding. And the use of money supplied by
loans is called debt funding.
So as investor, what am I?
Well, as an investor you become a partial owner of a
business and receive equity. You get shares or certificates
of common stock which represent your portion of
ownership.
You did right buying the stock for me. By the way, are
there any documents which show the financial state of the
company?
Oh yes. You’ve just reminded me. I’ve brought a copy of
the company’s Annual Report for you to look over. You
should read it very carefully. And if you have something to
ask do it, please.
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Mary
Frank

Mary
Frank

Mary
Frank

Thanks a lot, Frank. I will. Does this company pay
dividends on its stock?
Yes. In fact, I studied their Annual Report and I can tell
that they have good management. Their business is doing
very well, the value of their stock has been rising. It can be
an excellent long-term investment, I am sure.
But if I want to sell my shares very soon?
No problem. Undoubtedly you can make a profil on the
sale. But it seems to me you’ll want to keep this company
in your portfolio.
Thank you for your advice. You are wise as usual.
Well, my advice now is to study the company’s Annual
Report. You need several days for that. Than we’ll meet
and talk again.
Active Vocabulary

a stockbroker
if it concerns smth
loan
partial owner
Annual Report
To pay dividends
Long-term investment
To make a profit on the sale

биръа дяллалы, биръа брокери
сющбят нядянся эедирся
истиграз, борж, кредит
шярик
иллик щесабат
дивидентляр юдямяк
узун мцддятли инвестисийа
сатышдан эялир ялдя етмяк

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Make up a sentence according to the model.
M o d e l: How should the company pay the expenses? (borrow from
the government).
The company should pay the expenses by borrowing from
the government.
1. How can we form an equity funding? (issue shares ).
2. How can a business sell more shares of stock? (offer a dividend).
3. How should we know about the financial state of the company?
(look over the Annual Report).
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4. How should he invest his savings? (buy common stock).
5. How should they make people buy their bonds? (increase the
interest).
6. How can this company make a profit? (raise investment capital).
Exercise 2. Notice the sentence from the dialogue. You need
several days for that. Use this structure to respond the following
sentences.
M o d e l: It takes a month to sell the bonds.
You need a month to sell the bonds.
1. It will take a half of the year to pay off the debts.
2. It takes her several days to count up net assets.
3. It won’t take the company much time to repay the loan.
4. It will take him the rest of his life to learn how to run the
corporation.
5. It takes them two days to sell the goods.
6. It will take them much time to decrease the outflow.
7. It will take him a month to raise the capital.
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. What kind of funding is preferable: equity or debt?
2. What shares of what enterprises of your town would you buy?
Explain why.
3. Imagine that your business is going to get capital funds by
borrowing. What bond interest would you charge? Explain why.
4. What should you do to produce more inflow of capital?
5. How can you calculate the net assets of your enterprise?
6. What traits of character does a stockbroker need?
Exercise 4. Translate from Russian into English.
1. Бизим мцяссисянин аваданлыг алмаг цчцн пул фондларына
ещтийажы вар.
2. Мян мцяссисянин пул фондунун сящм васитяси иля
йарадылмасына цстцнлцк верирям. О бюйцк мигдарда капитал
жялб едя билир.
3. Сящм вя истигразлар алына вя сатыла биляр.
4. Мян он фаизли истиграз вярягяляри алмаг истяйирям.
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5. Биз малиййя илинин башланьыжына гядяр бцтцн боржлары юдямяк
фикриндяйик.
6. Сян бу маллары сатмагла йахшы эялир ялдя едя билярсян.
7. О Сонй ширкятинин шярикидир.
8. Бу ширкятин сящмляринин алынмасы узун мцддятли
инвестисийадыр.
9. Яэяр сющбят мяним пулларымдан эедирся, мян кампанийанын
иллик щесабатыны юйрянярям.
Grammar Exercises.
Exercise 1. Make the sentences negative.
M o d el: This bank was making loans to corporations during two
months last year.
This bank wasn’t making loans to corporations during two
months last year.
1. They were discussing the possibility of the purchase of
inventory from 5 till 6 p.m. yesterday.
2. He was running the corporation during two months.
3. During our last classes the lecturer was speaking about equity
funding.
4. Our accountant was calculating assets liabilities and net worth
two days before yesterday.
5. They were electing the new Boad of Directors for two bours at
their annual meeting.
Exercise 2. Put up four questions of different types (general,
special, disjunctive, alternative) to each sentence.
M o d e l: The company was doing extremely well when he was the
manager.
1. Was the company doing extremely well when he was the
manager?
2. When was the company doing extremely well?
3. The company was doing extremely well when he was the
manager, wasn’t it?
4. Was the company doing well or badly when he was the
manager of the company?
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1. I was examining the Annual Report when Mr. Stevenson called
on me.
2. She was making a profit on the sale of the goods till she could
get them.
3. He was holding a position of a stockbroker when I met him last
year.
4. The shop was attracting many customers, when it was supplied
by famous companies.
5. They were investing money in this business for two years.
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LESSON 8
BANKS AND BUSINESS
Banks are different in different countries. Let’s speak about the
banks in the United States of America. There, commercial banks are
classified into two main groups. First, there are national banks. They
are charted and supervised by the Federal Government. Secondly,
there are state banks. They are charted and supervised by the state in
which they are operated. All commercial banks can make loans to
borrowers.
Major commercial banks in such cities as Tokyo, Paris, Rio
cooperate with each other. In this way finance imports and exports
between countries.
An importer buys merchandise from another country using the
currency of that country. For that purpose he buys this currency from
the foreign exchange department of his bank. And in the same way if
an exporter receives foreign money from sales to other countries, he
sells this currency to his bank. By this method the currency of any
country can usually be exchanged.
Active Vocabulary
commercial bank
national bank
to charter
to supervise
state bank
merchandise
currency
foreign exchange department
to exchange currency

коммерсийа банкы
милли банк
йаратмаг
рящбярлик етмяк, нязарят етмяк
дювлят банкы
мал, ямтяя
пул, валйута
харижи валйута мцбадиля шюбяси
валйута мцбадиляси

Comprehension Questions
1. What do all commercial banks do?
2. What kinds of commercial banks in the USA do you know?
What are they called?
3. Who supervises the operations of national bank?
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4. What kind of currency does an importer generally use when he
buys goods from another country?
5. What do you know about the “international exchange”?
6. What is the currency of this country called?
7. What is the exchange rate between your currency and the currency
of the USA and Germany? How can you find it out if you don’t
know it?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
Federal government …. and …. all national banks.
International cooperation between banks makes it
possible … imports and exports.
It is possible to convert American dollars to Swiss
francs in … department.
The … of Germany is the mark.
All … banks make loans to borrowers.
If the importer buys … from another country he
will pay for it in the currency of this country.

| 1 merchandise
| 2 currency
|
| 3 commercial
|
| 4 foreign
exchange
| 5 to finance
| 6 to supervise
|
| 7 to charter

Dialogue
( A banker’s office in New York City. Mr. Smith, a Vice
President, is speaking to Bill Wilson).
Smith
O.K. Bill. As a secretary you ought to know certain things
about banking.
Bill
That’s what I want. I hope to make my career in banking
Smith
And what bank services are you familiar with?
Bill
Oh, let me see. I am familiar with checking and savings
accounts, Safety deposit boxes, insurance and things like
that.
Smith
It is something.
Bill
But I don t have a clear idea of the services which banks
offer to business.
Smith
O.R. Let’s discuss it then. In fact it is more directly
concerned with what passes over my desk.
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Bill
Smith

Bill
Smith

Bill
Smith
Bill
Smith

Bill
Smith
Bill
Smith

Bill
Smith

Bill
Smith

I think businesses come to the banks for loans.
You are right. Banks make loans to corporations, to
organizations individuals and to small companies. For this
service, we always charge interest.
But how can a bank decide whether a business should
receive a loan.
First of all we request a financial statement. It shows what
the company has in inventory, accounts receivable and
other assets and liabilities. Profit and loss statement shows
the company’s income and expenses.
In other words you look over the financial situation of a
business.
Exactly. If the company is eligible for a loan, it may choose
a long-term loan or a short-term loan.
I see. And how much interest does the bank charge on these
loans?
It can be different. We have so-called prime-rate, that is the
lowest Interest rate available at the particular time. Only
preferred customers can have it.
Who decides on prime-rate then?
Major lending banks do.
Oh, I must know that. And very often I hear the term “a line
of credit”. I have a vague idea what it is.
A line of credit is the maximum amount of money that a
company can borrow from a bank. This top amount of
customer’s credit is based on the profits and earnings of a
business.
Well. Then it is very important to have a good line of
credit, isn’t it
Sure. A bank also issues letters of credit. Such letter says
that its holder can borrow up a certain sum of money. Or a
bank can also issue a letter of credit for a person who goes
to the other country where another bank is involved. Then
there is the credit reference letter which recommends a
company to its suppliers, and well. I could go on all
morning.
Thank you. It’s very useful information.
O.K. We can pass on to a more complicated subject.
That is tax service.
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Active Vocabulary
banking
to make a career in smth.
bank services
checking account
savings account
safety deposit box
insurance
to make a loan to smb.
to be eligible for a loan
long-term loan
short-term loan
prime-rate
preferred customer
to be available
line of credit
to borrow
letter of credit
credit reference letter

банк иши
щансыса бир сащядя карйера гурмаг
банк хидмятляри
гябз щесабы
яманят щесабы (тяйин олунмуш
фаизля яманят щесабы)
депозитлярин сахланылмасы цчцн сейф
сыьорта
кимя ися борж (кредит) вермяк
кредит верилмяси цчцн уйьун сайылан
(йяни юдямя габилиййяти олан)
узун мцддятли кредит (борж)
гыса мцддятли кредит (борж)
мцяййян вахтда вя мцяййян йердя
тяйин олунмуш. ян ашаьы борж фаизи
имтийазлы мцштяри
няьд, сярянжамында олан
кредит лимити
борж эютцрмяк
аккредитив, кредит мяктубу
кредит цчцн зяманят мяктубу

Vocabulary Exercises
Exercise 1. Change the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: We use the safety deposit boxes (sometimes).
We sometimes use the safety deposit boxes.
1. All the banks provide credit services (usually).
2. Banks give investment advice (sometimes).
3. Banks charge interest (always).
4. You can borrow money quickly (realer).
5. Businesses want to borrow money (frequently).
6. The amount of interest depends on the prime-rate (generally).
7. Companies need a line of credit (seldom).
8. A line of credit is available (occasionally).
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Exercise 2. Change the sentences from active into passive
according to the model.
M o d e l: They use the safety deposit boxes very often.
Safety deposit boxes are used very often by them.
1. Federal government supervises and charters national banks.
2. This bank is asking ten percent interest.
3. The bank requests a financial statement of the company.
4. Their company takes a long-term loan from the Federal Bank.
5. The executive shows the company’s expenses.
6. The manager is instructing the secretary.
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. Is there a difference between banking systems in the USSR
and western countries? What is the difference?
2. What bank services are you familiar with?
3. Do the banks in this country have safety deposit boxes?
4. Whom do the banks make loans to in this country?
5. What kind of loan would you prefer, long-term loan or short-term
loan?
6. What prime-rates are available in this country?
7. What does the line of credit of the enterprise depend on?
8. What is a credit letter written for?
9. What can one do with credit reference letter?
Exercise 4.
1. Speak about banking system in the USSR.
2. Make up a dialogue between a bankman and a customer, who
wants to take a long-term (short-term) loan.
Exercise 5. Translate into English.
1. Коммерсийа банкларыны дювлят йарадыр.
2. Яэяр сян хариждян мал алмаг истяйирсянся, онда пуллары валйута
мцбадиляси шюбясиндя дяйишмялисян.
3. Мян банк иши сащясиндя мцвяффягиййят ялдя етмяк истярдим.
4. Бцтцн банклар боржа фаиз тяйин едир.
5. Бизим банк бу мцяссисяйя гыса мцддятли кредит вермяк
ниййятиндядир.
6. Борждан ян ашаьы фаиз имтийазлы мцштяриляря верилир.
7. Банклар аккредитивляр вя яманят мяктублары бураха биляр.
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8. Мян бюйцк мябляьдя борж эютцрмяк фикриндяйям.
9. Банк кредит верилмяси цчцн бу мцяссисяни мцнасиб щесаб едир.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make the sentences negative.
M o d e l: This commercial bank had already stopped to exist when
the war started.
This commercial bank hadn’t stopped to exist yet when the
war started.
1. He had already changed currency when I rang him up yesterday.
2. They had already chartered the commercial bank when I organized
my private café.
3. He had looked over the financial statement by five o’clock
yesterday.
4. My brother had made a career in banking when he was 26.
5. He had put all his money on his savings account before the money
6. reform was introduced.
Exercise 2. Put up four questions of different types (general,
special, disjunctive, alternative) to each sentence.
M o d e l: They had written a credit reference letter before he left
abroad.
1. Had they written a credit reference letter before he left
abroad?
2. What had they written before he left abroad?
3. They had written a credit reference letter before he left
abroad, hadn’t they?
4.Had they written a credit reference letter or a credit letter
before he left abroad?
1. He had been a preferred customer for this bank till his business was
successful.
2. My parents have settled everything connected with insurance
before they retired on pension.
3. He had borrowed the money before I managed to find him.
4. The lawyer had given me investment advice before I asked him
about it.
5. He had arrived to the conclusion to take a long-term loan when I
met him yesterday.
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LESSON 9
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
The number of new products coming into the market of western
countries every year is overwhelming. The major part of these
products is not new, but adaptations. It means that these products are
not new; they are existing items to which a modification has been
made. Only few products are really original or innovations. For
instance a clock - television is an adaptation, but TV - set itself, the
refrigerator - each was an innovation. A great number of innovations
and adaptations are designed, produced and marketed by small
businesses. Very often a new product is formed on the basis of the
new business. Sometimes there is a patent to make the business more
successful. But it happens very often that market research hasn't been
done carefully.
Even in case larger scale producers do more research and testing
there is no sure success. A promising new product may be also robbed
of success by unreasonable prices, inadequate promotion and poor
selling methods. Generally less than one fifth of all new products turn
out to be profitable.
Active Vocabulary
product development
adaptation
modification
innovation
patent
large scale producer
promising product
unreasonable price
inadequate

истещсалын инкишафы
уйьунлашдырылмыш, дяйишдирилмиш,
йенидян дцзялдилмиш
модификасийа, дяйишиклик
йенилик
патент
ири истещсалчы
перспективли мящсул
шиширдилмиш гиймят
тялябляря жаваб вермяйян,
мцвафиг олмайан, (кифайят етмяйян)
Comprehension Questions

1. How can you explain the term adaptation?
2. What is an innovation?
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3. Give your own examples of innovations and adaptations.
4. Why are many innovations and adaptations manufactured and
marketed by small businesses?
5. Why is it so important to obtain a patent?
6. Why does the failure of a new product take place?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. Though market research tries to predict the trends,| 1. adaptation
there is no sure ...
|
2. This product isn't original, it is a ...
| 2. innovation
3. ... office receives applications from many young
inventors.
| 3. inadequate
4. If the price is ..., the product won't be sold out.
| 4. patent
5. A clock - television is an adaptation but the
television itself is an ...
| 5. failure
|
6. If a sure ... is stopped, money and time can
be saved.
| 6. success
7. They failed because of ... promotion
campaign.
|7. unreasonable
Dialogue
(Dick and Jack are having lunch. Dick is Vice President in
charge of product Development. And Jack is Vice President in charge
of the Legal Department).
Dick
How are the things?
Jack
Great. We are busy with a new line of clock-television.
Dick
Sounds interesting. Are you going to apply for a patent
soon?
Jack
Yes, we are. We are preparing the necessary papers now.
Dick
And what did the Market Research say by the way?
Jack
They think there is fair market for the product at the
moment but it will take a few years to catch on.
Dick
I see. We'll have to turn a good promotional campaign.
Jack
Without doubt.
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Dick
Jack

Dick

Jack
Dick
Jack
Dick
Jack
Dick
Jack
Dick
Jack

Well, it will be our advantage to have the patent on it as
well. You have decided on the size, haven't you?
We'll start with a small screen model. It will have a wakeup button and go-to-sleep button with timers. Market
Research says that the automatic go-to-sleep button may be
the bigger selling point.
Yes. The idea of a set that turns itself off is great. To tell
you the truth I'm always falling asleep in the middle of the
show. Now it can be done.
Well. In future we'll probably expand the line to include
different size screens and colour.
That's good.
I think we are close to a big success.
That is why we must be very careful. Before we begin to
market television we must fulfill the most complete testing.
You are right.
What about the pricing? Has it been worked out?
Not completely. Market Research Department says we
can't have too high price on this kind of item.
It's evident we must be very careful. Maybe this time
consumers will really surprise us.
Let's hope for the best.
Active Vocabulary

to apply for a patent fair market
to catch on
to be a big selling point
to fulfill the testing
to market

патент цчцн мцражият етмяк
(яризя вермяк)
базар цчцн ялверишли шяраит
дябдя олмаг
алыжылар цчцн жялбедижи олмаг
сынаьы баша чатдырмаг
сатмаг
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise 1. Change the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: We must fulfill complete testing.
Complete testing must be fulfilled.
1. They must expand the line.
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2. You could apply for a patent.
3. They should work out the details.
4. I must develop a new trend.
5. We should design a line of clock-television.
6. You should start market research.
Exercise 2.Answer the questions.
1. Why is it so important for a producer to apply for a patent?
2. How much time does it usually take for a new product to catch
on?
3. What is a big selling point of the items which you produce?
4. In what way can a consumer surprise the producer?
5. Would you like to produce something original or an adaptation?
Explain why.
6. What are the conditions of successful product development?
7. What product are the market conditions fair for in this country?
Exercise 3. Translate into English.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Бу мящсул – кющнянин модификасийа олунмуш вариантыдыр.
Хырда истещсалчылар чохлу мигдарда мал сатыша бурахыр.
Сиз бу малын истещсалы цчцн патент алмалысыныз.
Мцвяффягиййят газанмаг цчцн базарын диггятля юйрянилмяси
важибдир.
5. Сизин мящсулун танынмасы цчцн беш ил вахт тяляб олунур.
6. Мящсулу сатыша чыхартмаздан яввял бцтцн тядгигатлары баша
чатдырмаг лазымдыр.
7. Биз ялагяляримизи даща да эенишляндирмялийик.
Exercise 4. Speak about product development of your business.
Ask your colleague how would plan product development.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make the sentences negative.
M o d e l: I will the drawings prepared very soon.
I won't have the drawings prepared very soon.
1. It will take much time to catch on.
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2. I am sure this thing will be the biggest selling point.
3. They will run a good advertising company.
4. They will make a new modification of electronic watch.
5. This price will be inadequate.
Exercise 2. Put four questions of different types to each sentence
(general, special, alternative, disjunctive)
M o d e l: They will influence the consumer to buy their automobiles.
1. Will they influence the consumer to buy their automobiles?
2. Who will influence the consumer to buy their automobiles?
3. They will influence the consumer to buy their automobiles,
won't they?
4. Will they influence the consumer to buy their automobiles
or other goods?
1. Their products will be available in every shop.
2. The company will start their promotion campaign very soon.
3. Our bank will make a loan to this corporation.
4. They will need a lawyer to form their business.
5. I will consult my partner.
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LESSON 10
MARKETING
Marketing includes all the business activities connected with the
movement of goods and services from producers to consumers.
Sometimes it is called distribution. On the one hand, marketing is
made up of such activities as transporting, storing and selling goods
and, on the other hand, series of decisions you make during the
process of moving goods from producer to user. Marketing operations
include product planning, buying, storage, pricing, promotion, selling,
credit, traffic and marketing research.
The ability to recognize early trends is very important. Producers
must know why, where, for what purpose the consumers buy. Market
research helps the producer to predict what the people will want. And
through advertising he attempts to influence the customer to buy.
Marketing operations are very expensive. They take up more than half
of the consumer's dollar. The trend in the USA has been to high mass
consumption. The construction of good shopping centers has made
goods available to consumers. It provided a wide range of
merchandise and plenty of parking facilities.
Active Vocabulary
producer
consumer
user
distribution
marketing
transporting
storing
storage
product planning
pricing
promotion
traffic
marketing research
trend
to predict

истещсалчы
истещлакчы
истещлакчы
бюлцшдцрцлмя
сатыш, маркетинг
няглиййат васитяси иля дашынма
сахлама, анбарда сахланма
малын сахланылмасы
йени мящсулларын планлашдырылмасы
гиймятлярин щесабланмасы
малларын сатышына имкан йаратмаг
(мясялян, реклам-тяблиьаты васитяси иля)
бурада: тижарят
базар тядгигаты
мейл, цмуми истигамят
прогноз вермяк
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to influence

тясир етмяк
Comprehension Questions

1. What does marketing mean?
2. What activities do marketing consists of?
3. What do marketing operations include?
4. Why is it so important for the producer to predict the trends?
5. How was mass consumption possible in USA?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. One of the aims of market research is to indicate new | 1 predict
... among people.
|
2. Advertising must ... the consumer and make him buy |2 influence
the goods produced
|
3. Often marketing is called ...
| 3 promote
4. In order to sell a new product, a producer has to
consider how to ... it.
|4 marketing
5. The goods of this company are not sold very well, | 5 trends
they must think about ...
|
6. Sometimes it is difficult to influence ... through
advertising.
| 6 distribution
7. If you what to produce something new, you should
| 7 market
research start with ...
|
8. A producer wants to ... the new trends and then
| 8 product
tries to influence them.
| planning
9. ... includes product development and pricing among |9 consumer
other things.
Dialogue
(Sally and Don work in the Marketing Department of a company
that makes different meal products.)
Don
Hey, Sally, look at these figures. The price of sugar is
going up 10% during the next year.
Sally
Oh, that's bad. That means trouble for our jam line.
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Don
Sally

Don
Sally
Don

Sally
Don
Sally

Don
Sally
Don
Sally
Don
Sally

Don
Sally

I think so too. Sugar is the main ingredient, you know.
What's your opinion?
Well, we are not the price leaders in the field and jam is a
very price sensitive item. According to our marketing
research in formation consumers aren't particularly brand
loyal about jam.
I have a brilliant idea. You know, this could be a great
marketing opportunity for us.
What do you mean?
Well, because of the price rise in sugar we know that the
price of jam will go up too. The increase will pass on the
consumer, won't it?
Right.
Imagine, we find the possibility of changing the ingredients
in the jam so that we wouldn't have to raise the price.
Then we wouldn't trouble about the price rise on sugar
because we'll be able to sell the jam at the same price. The
idea is that we could market less expensive jam. What a
promotional campaign we could have!
Sure. If we do it right we'll sell more and become the leader
in the market.
Now the first thing is to talk to Research and Development.
Right and we'll see when they'll have some samples of new
formulars ready.
What about marketing research? I think we should
schedule some tests for responses to the R&D samples.
Well, there is a lot to do. I think we should also change
packaging. Now, Sally that would be great.
Oh, Don, let's hope for the best. If we don't lose the chance,
the competitors products will stay on the supermarket
shelves.
Oh, it's time for lunch. Let's discuss our business in
cafeteria.
Oh, sure, we've got a lot to discuss - distribution,
advertising...

to go up
to raise the price

Active vocabulary
галхмаг ( гиймят щаггында)
гиймяти галдырмаг
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price leader
price sensitive item
to be brand loyal
promotional campaign
to market
to schedule
packaging
competitor

мцяййян бир мала ян ашаьы гиймяти тяйин
едян истещсалчы
сатыш сявиййяси гиймятдян асылы олан
ямтяя
цстцнлцк вермяк
реклам кампанийасы
сатмаг
график тяртиб етмяк, планлашдырмаг
габлашдырма
рягиб, рягабят апаран
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence
1. If the price on this product ..., nobody will buy it. | 1 go up
2. They should ... some tests and pass the
results to R.D.
| 2 schedule
3. This company is the ... in this field, they can
sell this
3 packaging
4. product at the lowest price.
|
5. Customers do care about the price on this product
it is a very ...
| 4 competitor
6. ... influences the desire of a customer to buy.
| 5 price leader
7. Our ... has become the price leader in selling
computer programmes.
| 6 price sensitive
| item
Exercise 2. Answer the questions.
1. Who is the price leader in your business?
2. How can you become a price leader? What should you do for
this?
3. How should one start a promotional campaign?
4. Why is it dangerous to produce price sensitive goods?
5. Why is it important to have competitors in business?
6. What should you do to leave your competitors behind?
7. What knowledge must you have to be good at marketing?
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Exercise 3. Translate into English.
1. Маркетинг малларын истещсалчыдан истещлакчыйа чатдырылмасы иля
баьлы мясяляляри юйрянир.
2. Маркетинг малын сахланылмасы, реклам, гиймятлярин
щесабланмасы, сатыш вя дашыманы юзцндя жямляшдирир.
3. Базарын
тядгиги
тялябин
цмуми
истигамятини
прогнозлашдырмаьа кюмяк едир.
4. Реклам истещлакчыйа эцжлц тясир эюстярир.
5. Биз бу мящсула ян ашаьы гиймят тяйин едя билмярик.
6. Биз йени мящсулларын истещсал планыны щазырламалыйыг.
7. Бу малын сатышы гиймятлярин дяйишмясиня тясир эюстярир.

Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Transform the sentences of real condition into the
sentences of unreal condition.
M o d e l: If we promote this right, we'll get more sales.
a) If we promoted this right, we would get more sales.
b) If we had promoted this right, we would have got
more sales.
1. If we are careful we leave behind our competitors.
2. If we phone R.D., we will get the necessary information.
3. If we change the ingredients, we will be ready for the price rise.
If the price of jam goes up, the increase will be passed on the
consumer.
4. If they work hard, they won't lose any customers.
5. If we schedule the product development in time we will be ready
for the change of the demand.
6. If we don't lose the chance, the competitors products will stay on
the supermarket shelves.
Exercise 2. Make transformations according to the model.
M o d e l: Consumers wish prices would go down.
Consumers hope that prices will go down.
I wish I could work harder.
I hope I can work harder.
1. The head of the department wishes that competition would
lessen.
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2. The Market Research Department wishes the test results would
be ready soon.
3. The Manager wishes that sales would improve.
4. We wish all the departments could fulfill their tasks.
5. Sally wishes that the Packaging Department could hurry up.
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LESSON 11
WHOLESALING
Wholesaling is a part of the marketing system. It provides
channels of distribution which help to bring goods to the market.
Generally indirect channels are used to market manufactured
consumer goods. It could be from the manufacturer to the wholesaler,
from the retailer to the consumer or through more complicated
channels. A direct channel moves goods from the manufacturer or
producer to the consumer.
Wholesaling is often a field of small business, but there is a
growing chain movement in the western countries. About a quarter of
wholesaling units account for one - third of total sales.
Two – third of the wholesaling middleman are merchant
wholesalers who take title to the goods they deal in. There are also
agent middlemen who negotiate purchases or sales or both. They don’t
take title to the goods they deal in. Sometimes they take possession
though. These agents don’t earn salaries. They receive commissions.
This is a percentage of the value of the goods they sell.
Wholesalers simplify the process of distribution. For example,
the average supermarket stocks 5.000 items in groceries alone, a retail
druggist can have more than 6.000 items. As a wholesaler handles a
large assortment of items from numerous manufacturers he reduces
the problem of both manufacturer and retailer. The store-keeper does
not have to deal directly with thousands of different people. He
usually has a well-stocked store and deals with only a few
wholesalers.
Active Vocabulary
wholesaling
to provide channels
indirect channels
complicated channels
retailer
chain movement
wholesale unit
total sales
middleman
merchant wholesaler

топдан сатыш
сатыш системиля тямин етмяк
васитяли сатыш
мцряккяб сатыш каналлары
пяракяндя тижарятля мяшьул олан
бирляшмяйя жан атма
топдан сатыш мянтягяси
цмуми сатыш
1) васитячи 2) дяллал
топдан алыжы
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топдан сатышла мяшьул олан
малы ялдя етмяк
истещсалчы вя истещлакчы арасында
васитячи
to negotiate purchases or sales алгы вя сатгы щаггында данышыглар
апармаг
to earn salary
мааш алмаг
to receive commissions
комиссион щаггы алмаг, сатышдан
фаиз алмаг
grocery
ярзаг маьазасы
to handle
1) идаря етмяк 2) тижарятля мяшьул
олмаг
assortment
чешид, ассортимент
wholesaling middleman
to take title to the goods
agent middleman

Comprehension Questions
1. What is the aim of the wholesaling?
2. How can you describe a direct channel of distribution?
3. What is an indirect channel of distribution?
4. What channel of distribution is preferable?
5. Is there any difference between a merchant wholesaler and an
agent middleman? What is this difference?
6. How does a wholesaler simplify the process of distribution?
7. What would a retailer have to do without wholesaler?
Vocabulary practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. They use both direct and indirect ... of
distribution.
| 1 wholesalers
2. Agent middlemen do not ... to the goods they
deal in.
| 2 take title
3. Usually wholesaling ... stands between the
producer and retailer.
| 3 retailer
4. A supermarket may ... thousands of commissions
items.
| 4 stock
5. Usually a wholesaler handles a large ... of items | 5 channels
of numerous manufacturers.
|
6. Agent middlemen don't earn salaries, they ...
| 6 assortment
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7. A wholesaler doesn't deal with the customers,
... does.
8. ... simplify the problems of manufacturers.

| 7 to receive
| 8 middleman

Dialogue
John is explaining his new job to his wife, Susan. He is a sales
trainee for a company.
John
It's a great job, you know. The salesmen are paid salaries
instead of being on commission.
Susan
Why do you find it great? You can earn less money.
John
Well, it's a regular weekly salary. And besides we get
reimbursed for everything lunches and dinners even the
football tickets, the car, gasoline, tolls.
Susan
That's really great.
John
And I'm going to get a raise in three months.
Susan
And what are you going to see?
John
Foam rubber.
Susan
What is it used for?
John
It is used to make couches and beds, generally ideal with
furniture manufacturers.
Susan
So you will travel much, won't you?
John
No. Delivery is a part of our wholesaling operation. Foam
is sold and delivered by the truckloads. It is rather bulky
and it is expensive to have it shipped a big distance. We are
going to deal with buyers who are in this region.
Susan
That's fine. I don't want you to travel too much. By the way
I want to know more about sales procedure.
John
At first I go to see a buyer. We discuss what he needs.
After that I send him a written quote. If our prices suit him,
he'll call us and send an order.
Susan
Do you take orders over the phone?
John
Yes. The buyers are always in a hurry and a letter would
take too much time to come. If it's a verbal agreement we
call it gentlemen's agreement.
Susan
And what happens after the verbal agreement?
John
We receive a written purchase order. It is called p.o. - and
it has a number that we use for all future correspondence
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Susan
John

Susan
John
Susan

on that order. The office then retypes the order form and
the p.o and order form are stapled together and filed.
It sounds organized. Whom do you usually deal with in a
company?
Well, I'll deal with purchasing agents. But I could deal with
any administrator from the president on down, in some
cases.
Good. Soon you'll get your raise.
Yes. Selling is usually a stepping stone to higher positions
in management.
Don't worry, dear. If it doesn't work out, we still have my
job.
Active Vocabulary

sales trainee
to be on commission
to reimburse
to get a raise
toll
quote
delivery
gentlemen's agreement
verbal agreement
purchase order (p.o)
to deliver
to staple
to file
stepping stone

сатыш цзря тяжрцбя кечян
сатышдан комиссион щаггы алмаг
явязини вермяк, зярярин йерини
долдурмаг
галдырмаг (гиймяти)
рцсум, хидмятляря эюря ялавя щагг
гиймят тяйин етмяк
чатдырылма
жентлмен сайаьы разылашма
шифащи разылашма
алыш цчцн сифариш
чатдырмаг
йохламаг
сянядляри горуйуб сахламаг, тикмяк
мягсядя чатмаг цчцн васитя
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise1. Change the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: When did they want to reimburse for our expenses? (I don't
remember)
I don't remember when they wanted to reimburse for our expenses.
1. How will you get a raise? (They don't care)
2. When did they send you the purchase order? (I don't know)
3. Who are the purchasing agents? (I can't recall)
4. Why didn't they get verbal agreement? (I'll try to find out)
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5. Did they staple and file the p.o.? (I don't know)
6. How large is the sales region? (They don't care)
7. How much is the toll? (It doesn't matter)
8. When will she get commission? (She doesn't know)
Exercise 2. Make up conditional sentences.
M o d e l: consult the middleman / he - smart
If he were smart, he would consult the middleman.
1) be a wholesaling middleman / he - interested
2) work for themselves / men - independent
3) earn a good salary / he - happy
4) use direct channels / business - successful
5) have the secretary do it / she - there
6) handle it well / he fail
7) order it next month / I - rich
Exercise 3. Answer questions.
1. Would you like to be on commission?
2. What expenses do you get reimbursed for at your job?
3. What factors do you need to get a raise?
4. Why isn't a verbal agreement always sufficient?
5. What would you prefer to be: a wholesaler or a retailer?
6. What is a stepping stone to higher positions in your business?
Exercise 4. Translate into English.
1. Топдан сатыш базар системинин важиб елементидир.
2. Маллар топдан сатышдан, пяракяндя тижарятчи васитяси иля
истещлакчыйа чатдырылыр.
3. Сатыш васитячилярин иштиракы иля даща уьурлу олур.
4. Топдан сатышла мяшьул олан алыжылар маллары ялдя едирляр.
5. Васитячи сатышдан фаиз ялдя едир.
6. Адятян васитячи алгы-сатгы щаггында данышыглар апарыр.
7. Бу дцканда эениш чешиддя маллар вардыр.
8. Маркетинг цзря менежерин вязифяси тезликля галхажаг.
9. Биз малларын дашынмасына даща чох пул юдямяйя мяжбуруг.
10.Фирмамыз бизя нащар вя эедиш-эялиш щаггыны юдяйир.
11.Бу жентлменсайаьы разылашмадыр.
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LESSON 12
RETAILING
Retailing is selling goods and services to the ultimate consumer.
Thus, the retailer is the most expensive link in the chain of
distribution. Being middlemen, they make their profit by charging the
customer 25 to 100 per cent more than the price they paid for the item.
The retailers operate through stores, mail - order houses, vending
machine operators. There are different types of retail stores:
department stores, discount houses, cooperatives, single line retailers.
The major part (over 95 per cent) of retail establishments concentrate
on a single line of merchandise for example, food, hardware, etc. But
nowadays there is a trend for many single line stores to take on a
greater variety of supplies.
The retailer performs many necessary functions. First, he may
provide a convenient location. Second, he often guarantees and
services the merchandise he sells. Third, the retailer helps to promote
the product through displays, advertising or sales people. Fourth, the
retailer can finance the customer by extending credit. Also the retailer
stores the goods in his outlet by having goods available.
Active Vocabulary
пяракяндя сатыш
сон истещлакчы
ялагя, бянд
алыжыларын сифаришлярини почт васитясиля
йериня йетирян мцяссися
vending machine operator автомат машынларын оператору
discount house
малларын гиймяти нисбятян ужуз олан
дцкан
cooperative
кооператив
single line retailer
ейнижинсли мал алан тажир
to perform functions
мцхтялиф функсийалары йериня йетирмяк
extending credit
мцддяти узадылмыш кредит
outlet
тижарят мцяссисяси, сатыш базары
discount
эцзяшт
retailing
ultimate consumer
link
mail-order house
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Comprehension Questions
1. What is retailing?
2. What are four different types of retail stores?
3. What are at least two types of retailing that don't include the use
of a store?
4. In what way does a retailer serve a customer?
5. In what way does a retailer serve a manufacturer?
6. Which per cent of price of the good sold goes to the retailer?
7. What is the trend with a single line retailer now?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Put the necessary word in the sentence.
1. ... is one function a retailer may perform.
2. You can buy newspapers, cigarettes, cookies
from a ...
3. ... is the most expensive link in the chain between
a producer and a consumer.
4. The firm ... good quality of the product.
5. She doesn't like to go shopping, she prefacers
to do it by ...
6. The department store is having a sale and there
is a 20 per cent ... on all light dresses.

| 1 mail-order
| 2 discount
| 3 vending| machine
| 4 guarantees
| 5 retailer

| 6 extending
| credit
7. Wholesaler is an important ... between a producer | 7 link
and a consumer.
|
Dialogue
(Jean has just moved into a new house. Her neighbour, Liz, has
come over to welcome her.)
Jean
I am very glad to see you here.
Liz
How do you like the new place?
Jean
It's marvelous. I am sure we are going to love living here.
Liz
Well, have a look, here it's a shopping guide for the
neighbourhood and a booklet of discount coupons. New
neighbours always receive them. There is one coupon for
the every store in shopping guide.
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Jean
Liz

Jean
Liz

Jean

Liz
Jean
Liz

Jean

Liz
Jean
Liz
Jean
Liz

Jean
Liz

Oh, thank you. It's come in time. I have a lot of shopping to
do.
I can imagine, having just moved in. Not far from here
there's a very good shopping center. You can also find a
huge supermarket, a drugstore, some department stores in
the neighbourhood.
Great. Are there any small stores nearby?
Oh, yes. The map is right here in the shopping guide. There
is a little drugstore a few blocks away, a little grocery store
next to it, a little boutique, an ice cream parlor, a pizza
place. You can find a plant store not far from here too.
Are there any good discount houses nearby? We terribly
need a new toaster. Everybody in my family likes toasts for
breakfasts very much. I'd like to buy it.
Oh, sure. There is a good discount store in the shopping
center. If you like, I'll come with you.
Oh, you needn't. I don't want to trouble you.
No trouble at all. I'd like to do some shopping too. If we go
to the discount center I can go to that little cheese shop. I
don't want to bother you.
It's no bother at all. Make out your shopping list and I'll be
your guide. By the way, you can use your discount coupon
for the toaster.
I am sure you'll buy a good one.
Well, it'll take some time to make a shopping list. I'll have
to buy a lot at the grocer's.
This is a good idea. I should have gone shopping
yesterday, so I'll make
up my list too.
By the way, I like your dress very much. It's a perfect fit.
Where did you buy it, if you don't mind my asking?
Thank you for compliment. I got it at a very nice little
boutique. It's a bit expensive, but there are many
interesting and original things. If you are interested we can
stop there.
I'm afraid I can't. I have to cook dinner.
Oh, don't trouble yourself with the dinner. Look over the
coupons I've given you. You can go out to dinner at a
discount store.
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Active Vocabulary
shopping guide
discount coupon
store
department store
supermarket
grocery
shopping center

маьазаларын мялумат китабчасы
эцзяшт купону
маьаза
универмаг
супермаркет
бакалейа дцканы, ярзаг дцканы
тижарят мяркязи
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise 1. Change the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: My wife usually asks the children to do shopping.
My wife usually makes children do shopping.
1. He'll ask single line retailers to take part in the promotion
campaign.
2. The chief usually asks his immediate subordinates to perform
different functions.
3. It's necessary to ask him to recognize his wholesaling units.
4. It's important to influence ultimate consumer to buy this
product.
5. Ask him to buy all these things in the discount house.
Exercise 2. Make responses to the sentences according to the
model.
M o d e l: I want to ask your brother to do shopping today.
Let me do shopping today myself.
1. I want my secretary to prepare the financial statement.
2. The board of directors wants the officers to plan product
development.
3. He wants to speak with my friend about their possible
partnership.
4. I want a lawyer to clarify this matter.
5. The executive wants this manager to start market research.
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. What kind of shops in this country do you know?
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2. What shops are situated not far from your house?
3. What goods can be bought there?
4. What specific features do channels of distribution have in this
country?
5. What reforms does this country to reorganize the channels of
distribution?
Exercise 4. Translate into English.
1. Пяракяндя сатыш мящсулун истещлакчыйа чатдырылмасы демякдир.
2. Гярб юлкяляриндя тижарят мцяссисяляринин бир нечя нювц
мювжуддур: универмаглар, супермаркетляр, гиймятляри
нисбятян ужуз олан дцканлар, алыжыларын сифаришлярини почт
васитясиля йериня йетирян мцяссисяляр.
3. Бу мящсулу 10 % - лик эцзяштля алмаг олар.
4. Пяракяндя сатыжы алыжыйа узун мцддятли кредит веря биляр.
5. Бу фирманын юлкя дахилиндя бир чох тижарят мяркязляри вардыр.
6. Пяракяндя сатыжы бир нечя важиб функсийаны йериня йетирир.
7. Мян шящярин мяркязини йахшы танымырам мяня маьазаларын
мялумат китабчасы лазымдыр.
8. Сизя лазым олан маллары тижарят мяркязиндя тапа билярсиниз.
9. Бу дцканда ярзаг шюбяси йохдур.
Exercise 5.
a) speak about the differences between the channels of
distribution of this country and western countries.
b) look at this chart and say in what industries different methods
of distribution are possible.
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Change the sentences according to the model.
Model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I should go shopping today.
I should have gone shopping yesterday.
The firm should apply for credit very soon.
They should see about the new refrigerator today.
I should take my wife shopping a bit later.
They should get groceries at the supermarket this afternoon.
You should order a new car.
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6. He should buy a computer today.
7. He should speak with the manager today.
Exercise 2. Change the sentences according to the model.
Model: If there is a shopping center nearby, we will go there together.
If there had been a shopping center near by, we would have
gone there.
1. If she buys too much, she won’t be able to carry it herself.
2. If there is ice cream in this store, we will bring the children
some.
3. If she tries the new boutique today, she will come very late.
4. If the shop offers home delivery, he will ask them to deliver.
5. If you shop downtown, you will find the shopping center.
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LESSON 13
PRICING
All products and all services have prices. The price depends on
different thing such as credit terms, delivery, trade in allowance,
guarantees, quality and other forms of service, which price can
produce the biggest profile during a long period of time. It’s hardly
possible to determine such a price. The price may be too high to
produce a large volume or too low to cover costs. No other area of
marketing operations has been a subject to bad practice. Many
businesses pursue unsound price policies for long periods of time and
are not aware about it.
Prices can be determined in different ways. For example, the
prices of meat, cotton and other agricultural prices can be decided in
large central market where forces of supply and demand exist. This is
pure price competition. The prices on industrial products (iron, steel,
etc.) are usually decided by large companies. As a rule the amount and
price of goods sold to large number of buyers is controlled by a few
competing sellers. Prices also can be set by the government, usually
for different public services–railroads, electricity, manufactured gas,
bus services, etc.
It demand increases, prices rise, profits expand and new
investment is attracted. But other factors may be involved as well.
Prices are related to each other in different ways. Ultimately,
everything is related in price, since the consumer can buy and must
pay for everything out of a particular, limited amount of money.
Active Vocabulary
credit terms
trade - in allowance
cover costs
to pursue unsound price
policies
supply and demand
price competition
to set prices

кредит шяртляри
йени маллар щесабына, кющня яшйалара
юдянилмиш мябляь
хяржляри юдямяк
дцшцнцлмямиш гиймят гойма
сийасяти апармаг
тяляб вя тяклиф
гиймятин ямяля эялмясиндя рягабят
гиймятляри тяйин етмяк
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Comprehension Questions
1. Why is it difficult to determine the right price?
2. Why is the seller interested in the price that produces the highest
volume of sales at the lowest unit cost?
3. Why do many businesses follow unsound pricing policies?
4. In what way are agricultural prices decided?
5. How industrial products are usually priced?
6. Why does the government usually set the prices for public utility
services?
7. Why is it so important to know the levels of supply and demand
when dealing with pricing?
8. Why is everything related by price?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Put the necessary word in the sentence.
1. It is very difficult ... without sound
| 1 supply and
price policy.
| demand
2. Of course we are interested in producing
|
the ... with the lowest unit costs.
| 2 volume of sales
3. I decided to buy a new car at this company
because they offered the best ...
| 3 trade
on my old model.
| - in allowance
4. The ... of this store are very beneficial for
| 4 compete
a customer.
|
5. Their business will fail if they pursue
unsound...
| 5 price policies
6. The government usually... for public utility |
services.
| 6 credit terms
7. In pure competition the forces of ... operate. | 7 to set prices
Dialogue
Dick is introducing a new line of products and is talking to his
friend Tom, a business consultant, about it.
Dick
It's the first time when I'm in business for myself.
Tom
Don't worry. The store has always been doing well. It has a
great location and as far as your new line of merchandise ...
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Dick
Tom
Dick
Tom
Dick
Tom
Dick
Tom

Dick
Tom

Dick
Tom

Dick
Tom

Dick
Tom

That's what I wanted to talk to you about. Can you give
some ideas how to charge the price?
With pleasure. Generally, there are two types of pricing
policies. There is price emphasis and price deemphasis.
What's the difference?
The price emphasis policy emphasizes low prices. This
encourages sales. But low price doesn't give extra services.
So, a really low price means no credit, home delivery,
repair, installation and other services.
That's what I mean. But many people are interested only in
the low price and not in the extra services.
Yes, and vice versa. The price which I set determines the
number of sales. I must think thoroughly about it.
A good example of price and emphasis is "loss leader"
pricing. It means that you choose one item - let's say an
electric razor - at a price just above the cost. The
customers will come to your shop to buy this loss leader
item. But since they are inside they can decide to buy a few
other things they need.
It sounds interesting. What other things can you tell?
There is also off-even pricing. Let's say you sell a tape
recorder for $69.95 instead of $80.00. Though it is in fact
about the same, the low price can produce a favorable
psychological effect.
What are the other ways to attract the customers?
First of all, remember that you are going to compete with
well-known products, so you should start with specially
low prices. It's important to advertise this. You should use
newspaper ads, maybe a radio spot, maybe do a big
window and floor display.
It makes sense.
And you can raise the price after your customers try a new
brand get to know it and like it. They will continue to buy
it.
I see. And what is the price de-emphasis you mentioned
before?
It concerns high quality expensive items. Price deemphasis means that you don't call attention to the price
all.
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Dick
Tom
Dick
Tom

I know, it concerns our fine jewelry department or designer
fashions.
Yes. I see you are going to do very well.
Your suggestions seem to be very useful. Don't forget you
have a discount on any shopping you do in my shop.
In such a case I'll be back tomorrow with my wife.
Active Vocabulary

location
extra services
installation services
to charge price
price emphasis
price de-emphasis
off-even pricing
favorable psychological
effect
loss leader item

йерляшдийи йер (мцяссисянин )
ялавя хидмятляр
гурашдырма хидмятляри
гиймятляри тяйин етмяк
малларын ашаьы гиймят щесабына сатылмасы
малларын ашаьы гиймят щесабына дейил,
башга факторлара эюря сатылмасы жящди
алыжынын алмаг истяйини стимуллашдыран
гиймят
ялверишли психолоъи еффект
алыжыларын диггятини чякмяк мягсядиля
малын ашаьы гиймятя сатылмасы
сатыша ашаьы гиймятлярля башламаг

to start with especially
low prices
new brand
малын йени маркасы
high quality expensive item йцксяк кейфиййятли бащалы мящсул

Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1.

Change the sentences according to the model.

Model: The tape recorder is inexpensive. Your store sells the tape
recorder.
The tape recorder that your store sells is inexpensive.
1. The dresses are fashionable. The store introduced the new
dresses last week.
2. The store has many refrigerators. Dick owns the store.
3. The stereo is high-priced. My daughter wants the stereo.
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4. The price determines the number of sales. A retailer sets the
price.
5. Very often the people don't want extra services. Many
supermarkets offer extra services.
6. Your shop should have loss-leader item. Loss-leader item will
attract the customers.
7. Price de-emphasis works with high quality expensive items.
Price de-emphasis means that you don't call attention in the
price at all.
Exercise 2. Change the sentences according to the model.
Model:We won't introduce a new line of merchandise unless you
suggest it.
We will introduce a new line of merchandise if you don't suggest it.
1. Tape recorders are popular unless the price is too high.
2. The consumers will continue to buy unless they don't like the
item.
3. The buyer can get installation services unless he wants to pay
for it.
4. The salesman will help you unless he is too busy.
5. People won't try a new product unless there is advertising.
6. Customers won't buy the new brand, unless the price is low.
7. They won't raise the price unless it is necessary.
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. In what way were the prices charged in this country?
2. What is your idea of the term market price?
3. What type of pricing policy works with the majority of consumer
goods? (price - emphasis, price de-emphasis)
4. What is more preferable for you in pricing: low prices with extra
services or high prices with home delivery, repair and other
services?
5. Why is it so important to have loss leader item in a shop?
6. What is off-even pricing made for?
7. How can your pricing policy help to compete with well known
products?
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Exercise 4. Translate into English
1.
2.
3.
4.

Бу дцкан истещлакчыйа сярфяли кредит шяртляри тяклиф едир.
Бу мящсулун гиймяти ужуздур. О, хяржляри юдяйяжяк.
Бу ширкят аьласыьылмаз гиймят сийасяти апарыр.
Йени мящсулу сатыша чыхартмаздан габаг тяляб вя тяклифи
юйрянмяк важибдир.
5. Бир сыра мящсулларын гиймятини дювлят мцяййян едир.
6. Бу дцкан чох ялверишли бир йердя йерляшир.
7. Супермаркет алыжыйа бир чох ялавя хидмятляр тяклиф едир:
малларын евя чатдырылмасы, кредит, гурашдырма вя с.
8. Малын йени чешиди шцбщясиз ки, алыжыларын диггятини жялб едяжяк.
9. Ашаьы гиймятдян башлайын.
10.Малларын ашаьы гиймятля сатылмасы чохишлянян малларын сатышына
тясир эюстярир.
Exercise 5. Set your imagination free.
You are a journalist and you are to interview the minister of finance
about the pricing policy in this country. What questions would you ask
him?
Grammar Exercises
Exercise 1. Make sentences interrogative and negative.
Model:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They can change your credit terms at once.
Can they change your credit terms at once?
They can't change your credit terms.
They must research supply and demand before they start to
produce the new item.
The company has to cover the costs by all means.
The middlemen may set the new price.
They can pursue unsound price policies.
They must choose another location for their shop.

Exercise 2. Choose the necessary modal verb and put it in the
sentence.
1. Off-even pricing ... undoubtedly produce favorable
psychological effect on a consumer.
2. I spoke with the chief. Now you ... change the credit terms.
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3. They are very talented specialists. I think they ... design the
new line very quickly.
4. The situation has changed, so we ... start with especially low
prices.
5. We ... choose price emphasis policy for this item.
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LESSON 14
COMPUTERS
The computer industry is one of the largest in western countries
and especially in the USA. It includes companies that manufacture,
sell and lease computers, as well as companies that supply products
and services for people working with computers.
A computer cannot think. A human operator puts data into the
computer and gives instructions. The operator writes instructions
which determine the mathematical operations on information. A
computer solves mathematical problems very rapidly. Traditionally,
the computer in business is used to process data. This involves
different administrative functions such as preparation of pay- rolls,
inventory control in manufacturing, warehousing and distribution
operations, customer accounting, billing by banks, insurance
companies, public utilities and mass circulation magazines. Now the
computer takes on new kinds of jobs. It has become more involved in
business operations as an essential tool in making decisions at the
highest administrative level.
Active Vocabulary
to give instructions
to put data
to solve mathematical
problems
to process data
preparation of payrolls
inventory control
warehousing
distribution operations
customer accounting

эюстяришляр (тялиматлар) вермяк
мялумат йерляшдирмяк
рийази мясяляляри щялл етмяк
фактики мялумат щазырламаг
юдяниш жядвялляринин щазырланмасы
инвентарлара нязарят
малларын анбарда сахланмасы
бюлцшдцрмя ямялиййатлары
мцштяри иля щесаблашма

Comprehension Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does the computer industry include?
In what way does a computer operate?
How was the computer traditionally used in business?
What new kinds of jobs is the computer taking?
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Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. Distribution operations, preparation
of payroll are ... functions that the
computer performs for business.
2. Computer is programmed to ...fast
and accurately.
3. If a small company cannot afford to
buy a computer, they can...the services
of computer.
4. A programmer feeds the ... into the
computer.
5. Many companies use the computers
for their ...
6. A computer solves problems by ...
information.

| 1. process data
|
|
| 2. lease
|
| 3. inventory
| control
|
| 4.processing
|
| 5. administrative
|
| 6. data and
| instructions

Dialogue
(Simona and Berg work in a large supermarket. Berg is the
Manager and Simona is the Head Buyer.)
Berg
I'm so glad you had this business trip. I also would have
liked to go but it's a problem for me to get away. Tell me
everything about your business trip.
Simona It was really great, Berg. It was worth looking over the
operations of the store. It’s very well organized and I
believe we should consider adopting some of the methods.
Berg
Is it really so?
Simona Absolutely. Berg, their computer system is remarkable.
Berg
Can you tell me more about it?
Simona Oh, sure. First, they've replaced their cash registers with
special terminals.
Berg
What for?
Simona They record on tape the department number, classification
of items, amount of sale and name of salesclerk for each
sale.
Berg
Do you thing we really need all information on tape?
Simona We put on the same information on our sales checks
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Berg
Simona
Berg
Simona
Berg
Simona
Berg
Simona
Berg
Simona
Berg

Simona

Yes, but in cases of exchanges we need to know all that.
And for other things too.
Well?
For inventory control, for example. During the night, the
tapes containing the information are fed into the computer.
And then what?
Every morning the computer prepares reports on the sales
of the day before, classified by department and buyer.
So, it is possible to have almost instant records.
You are right. The inventory is kept up to date
automatically. Imagine, how efficient we could be.
It is great. But I thing with the help of a computer we could
offer more personal services to our customers.
What do you mean?
Having such up-to-date records and complete inventory we
could keep records of birthdays and anniversaries and have
gift suggestions based on customer records, and a million
of other things.
Don't hurry. Let's get going on first things first.
Active Vocabulary

Head Buyer
to adopt methods
terminal
to feed the information
in the computer
to date

маьазанын тяжщизат шюбясинин мцдири
методлары тятбиг етмяк
терминал, сон мянтягя
компйутеря мялумат дахил етмяк
щесабламаг, тарихи мцяййян етмяк
Vocabulary Practice

Exercise 1. Change the sentences according to the model.
Model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I was worth looking over the operations of the supermarket.
I was worth looking them over.
They picked out the new merchandise.
They talked over the new software.
The manager tried out new sales checks.
She filled out the payroll form.
They took down the statistical data.
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6. She put off her work.
7. He had to look over the new program.
Exercise 2. Change the sentence according to the model.
Model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The sales are numerous. I can't mention them all.
They are too numerous for me to mention.
This software is very expensive. The company can't buy it.
The results are numerous. They can't remember them all.
The computers are complicated. I can't use them.
Processing this data is difficult. John can't learn it.
I am tired. I can't do the billing right now.
I am busy. I can't go on a business trip right now.
The data is complicated. I can't explain it.
The situation is difficult. We can't overcome it at once.

Exercise 3. Read the text and put 10 questions to it.
Lorrain Weller from «Modern English International" warns us.
However hard the manufacturers and advertisers of personal
computers try to convince us of friendliness of their product, it is still
a fact that if you want to programme your own computer, you have to
learn its language. It doesn't understand yours. This simple fact is the
reason why so many home computers are underused. It also prevents
lots of people from buying their own computer. Rather than licking
your hand the computer quite often bites.
Imagine yourself having a conversation with an English person.
You make one small grammar mistake, maybe you say have instead of
has. It doesn't matter. The person understands your meaning and the
conversation continues. This doesn't happen with a computer. If you
make even the smallest mistake in its language, the conversation
breaks down completely and you have to go back to the beginning. It
can be very frustrating.
In the United States, in Japan, in Britain, computer specialists are
all trying to develop a computer that will understand human language.
to convince - инандырмаг
to underuse – там эцжц иля истифадя етмямяк
to prevent - бурада: дайандырмаг
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Exercise 4. Translate into English.
1. Бязи ширкятляр компйутерляри ня истещсал едир, ня дя сатыр,
онлары йалныз проката верирляр.
2. Програмист компйутеря мялумат дахил едир (йерляшдирир).
3. Бизнесдя компйутер мялуматларын щазырланмасында истифадя
олунур.
4. Програм тяминаты чох бащадыр.
5. Компйутер йцксяк инзибати сявиййядя гярар гябул етмяйя
кюмяк едир.
6. Компйутер бир чох инзибати функсийаларын щяйата кечирилмяси,
жядвяллярин щазырланмасы вя инвентаризасийа ишиндя истифадя
олунур.
Exercise 5.
a) Make a speech in favour of modern electronic equipment (personal
computers, electronic printing aids). Why can't a modern enterprise do
without them?
b) You are the Head of a firm producing computers. Advertise your
product.
Grammar Exercise. Transform the sentences from Future
Indefinite into Future-in-the-Past.
Model: The accountant says that she will prepare the financial
statement very soon.
The accountant said that she would prepare the financial
statement very soon.
1. He confesses that their business will fail.
2. The government says that they will increase the taxes.
3. The secretary says that she will get credit reference letter in
two days.
4. The lawyer states that the company won't be eligible for a
loan.
5. He is sure that he will get a credit.
6. They suppose that the new product will be not so expensive.
7. He thinks he will buy the stove in the discount house.
8. He is happy that he will go on this business trip.
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LESSON 15
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
The International Corporation or global company has it's origin.
Usually it is the outgrowth of the great trading companies of the 17th
and 18th centuries. In 1811 a New York statue said corporations could
be created by the filling of documents. After that it became a matter of
bureaucratic operations to become a corporation. By 1850 it was a
very common thing in the United States and was under general statue
in European countries as well. Since that time the corporate movement
began. As the jet plane, satellite communications and computers
began; it became possible for a company to control business in all the
world.
The growth of international corporate operations is faster than
the economic growth of the industrialized nations. There are some
projects which predict that within generations almost a half of the free
words production will be internationalized.
This trend for internationalism presupposes some benefits such
as new jobs, higher living standards and the closing of the gaps
between people-economic, educational and technological. At the same
time serious questions can asked. Is it the most efficient way to use
world researches? Can the international corporation be the best force
for a better world? Is it politically stronger than government? Can it
take care of the self interest and competitiveness on behalf of the
greatest good? And in what way can the global company work toward
easing the worlds crises - monetary, political, energy and food?
Active Vocabulary
multinational corporation
global company
outgrowth
statute
satellite communication
closing of the gaps
jet plane
bureaucratic

бейнялхалг тяшкилат
цмумдцнйа ширкяти
мящсул, нятижя
ганунверижилик акты
пейк васитясиля ялагя, рабитя
сярщядлярин йахынлашмасы
реактив тяййаря
бцрократик
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Comprehension Questions
1. What is the origin of the multinational company?
2. When did the corporate movement begin?
3. Why did it become possible for a company to control
enterprises on the other side of the globe?
4. How quickly is internationalism growing?
5. What can internationalism bring?
6. What problems can arise with internationalism?
7. What are your own answers and explanations to this problem?
Vocabulary Practice
Exercise 1. Choose the necessary word and put it in the sentence.
1. All countries must prepare for possible
| 1 internationalized
energy ... in the future and save fuel.
|
2. If you want to form a corporation today
| 2 statute
you must fulfill ... operations
|
1. When one deals with the currency of another
country, it is necessary to know the current | 3 bureaucratic
... exchange rate.
|
4. ... is one factor to influence the growth of | 4 monetary
international business.
|
5. Some analysts state that most of the free
| 5 crisis
worlds production will be... internationalized
within a generation.
|
6. In 1985 the ... said that corporative could | 6 satellite
be created.
| communication
7. International corporation is very often an 7 outgrowth
… of old trading companies.
Dialogue
Nick and Ann are having lunch. Nick is an executive in the
international computer company.
Nick
Do you like the idea of taking a month's trip to the Europe
and the Far East?
Ann
What? You are kidding.
Nick
No. First of all I must say that it's business trip. The
company wants me to visit some of our operations. I
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Ann
Nick
Ann

Nick

Ann
Nick

should have meetings about the new computer I am
developing. They think if we combine expertise we'll
advance more quickly.
Oh, Nick. It's great. Where are we going to?
To nine countries. We have nine development laboratories.
In fact, only now I realize how large the company is, a real
global company.
But the company started here in America.
Yes, in this sense, we're American. Each company has to
be incorporated somewhere here or in Japan or Canada or
India. But our corporation is a real multinational one.
What does it mean?
Well, we're in 126 countries and we have there 125000
employees. We do our business in 28 languages and more
than 32 currencies. Our plants are situated in 13 countries
and we have eight development labs.
Now I see. You are multinational. But such industries as
shipbuilding, aircraft, automobiles can't survive without
selling abroad.
Right. By the way, do you know that for the last seven
years more than half of the corporation's net income has
come from overseas business. We are the part of the world
community.
It's exciting, isn't it?
Yes, now we really can feel that nations are tied to each
other through business operations. This internationalism is
our hope for a better world.
Well it's time to pack.
Later
Nick, can you explain me why do you sell a computer to a
company in Canada when the company has a plant in
Canada?
Well, Ann. For example, it's not unusual for a automobile
company from Britain to manufacture in France for sale in
Britain with Canadian-made engine, Swiss transmission
and German axles. It's international business.
But it's so complicated to sell the goods to a foreign
company with different currencies and all that.
I can tell you how we do.
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It's very interesting.
When we deliver the machine to the shipping company, we
receive a bill of lading. It's a receipt from the shipping
company and it's also the foreign company's claim to the
computer when it gets to England.
And what's then?
Then we write draft or check which direct the British
company to pay a sum in British pounds to a third party in,
let's say, 90 days. We call it a "bill of exchange", which
includes the rate of exchange at the time and, in addition,
the interest. It must be paid in the 90 day extension of
credit.
That is hard time getting the money, isn't it?
No. We take the draft, the bill of lading and other
necessary papers to our New York Bank. The draft is sold
at discount, it means without interest change, for the face
value and get dollars. That is the way.
Well, but you get your money from the bank. How does
the British company pay? Who do they pay?
It's quite simple, New York bank sends the documents and
the draft to its branch in London or to the British bank. The
transactions finished usually by accepting British pounds
into a checking account in a London bank.
It seems rather complicating.
It only seems so. The US supplied a computer, exported the
Merchandise And go back checking account deposit in a
London bank, importing claim on British goods and
services.
Could you have dollars instead.
Sure, but in this case we would have reduced the exciting
British claim on American goods and services.
So what?
If some nations pile up continuing capital surpluses and
other continuing deficits the problem can arise in
international economics.
I see that I must study the subject thoroughly before we
can continue.
Yes, may be.
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Active Vocabulary
expertise
to advance
to sell abroad
net income
internationalism
transmission
engine
axle
bill of lading
receipt
claim
draft
party
extension of credit
face value
branch
to pile up
capital surpluses

хцсуси биликляр
ирялилямяк
харижя сатмаг
тямиз эялир
бейнялмилялляшмя
эюндярилмя, йолланма
мотор
вал
эямийя малын йцклянмяси щаггында гябз
гябз
тяляб
чек
щцгуги тяряф
кредит мцддятинин артырылмасы
тямиз дяйяр
филиал, шюбя
топламаг, артырмаг
артыг капитал
Vocabulary practice

Exercise 1. Use the structure of the model to respond the following
sentences.
M o d e l: Is it basically a Japanese corporation? (Yes)
It's basically a Japanese corporation, isn't it?
Is the overseas branch open? (No)
The overseas branch isn't open, is it?
3. Are many businessmen pilling up capital surpluses? (Yes)
4. Is USSR the part of the Common Market? (No)
5. Is the New York bank accepting Russian roubles? (No)
6. Is Britain one of the Common Market countries? (No)
7. Is the company starting a branch in China? (Yes)
8. Is internationalism a modern trend? (Yes)
9. Is the subject clear? (No)
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Exercise 2. Change the sentences according to the model.
M o d e l: Why would you sell automobiles to a company in Japan?
(Tell me, please)
Tell me, please, why you would sell automobiles to a
company in Japan.
1. How does this bank deal with different currencies? (Explain)
2. Where will you deliver the computer? (Let me know)
3. When did they order the merchandise? (I don't know)
4. How did they sell the draft at discount? (It's hard to say)
5. How did they get the extension of credit? (Explain)
Exercise 3. Answer the questions.
1. Do you have plans for international cooperation for your
business?
2. What obstacles are there on the way of development of
international cooperation in this country?
3. What branches of business will help to solve many social
problems?
4. Do you think that internationalism will help to solve many social
problems?
5. What place do you think this country will take in international
economy?
Exercise 4. Translate into English.
1. Яксяр бейналхалг тяшкилатлар танынмыш ширкятлярин бирляшмяси
нятижясиндя йаранмышдыр.
2. Пейк васитяси иля ялагя бейналхалг тяшкилатларын инкишафына
кюмяк едир.
3. Банк гябзляри тяляб едир.
4. Ширкят кредит мцддятинин узадылмасыны хащиш едир.
5. Кредит цчцн бизим банкын британийа филиалына мцражият един.
6. Бу малын сатышындан эялян тямиз эялир чох йцксяк олажаг.
7. Истещсалын йенидянгурулмасы цчцн сиз капитал топламалысыныз.
8. Британийа тяряфи малларын эюндярилмясиня жавабдещдир.
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